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"What Happens m the Dark
Eventually womes to Lisht.«*”

(

saw Tobe Hooper’s manic sequel, 1986’s THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE PART 2, years before

I took the time to see his original masterpiece. Back in those days, it was all about FANGORIA and
TCM2 was well-covered in its bloody pages. I thrilled to those grim, glorious photos ofTom Savini cob-

bhng together his patented foam latex and melted crayon stage blood to make that defiantly unrated

gorefest scream and when I saw TCM2, 1 not only got to observe that grue moving and spurting, I got a

balhstic, witty and kick-ass movie to boot. TCM2 is a shiny, spastic, out of control black comedy from

HeU and it features an awesome turn from a comeback trail riding Dennis Hopper. It’s loud, shck, kinetic

aud haudsomely produced. Between this, RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD aud RE-ANIMATOR, I was a

happy 80’s horror fan.

So when I finally rented Hooper’s 1974 original CHAINSAW flick, I was utterly let down. The tape I

had was the only one in circulation at the time aud that was the Media Home Entertainment release,

with the Rex Reed quote on the front aud a haudsome paiutiug of Leatherface ruuuiug towards the audi-

euce while two wide female eyes stare wildly behiud him. That tape’s trausfer is famously dark aud thus

my first taste of THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE was washed out aud iucompreheusible. I didu’t

get the bad actiug, was alarmed at the distiuct lack of bloodshed aud eveutually, wheu the Texas suu

weut dowu ou SciUy aud Fraukhu, I houestly couldu’t see jack shit. lustead, I squiuted through night

scenes of a screaming Marilyn Burns with only flashes of a whirhng blade. For a 13 year old kid weaued
on state-of- the-art gore EX

,
this movie was a bummer, especially when stacked up against the subhme

sequel.

Time chauges a man and I’d like to say my proper introduction to THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MAS-
SACRE happened almost a decade later. A local Toronto repertory theatre was screening TCM aud some
college fiieuds aud I decided to have a few beers aud check it out. We were all film school geeks aud

horror euthusiasts, so to see TCM iu a theatre was a big deal. I hadu’t watched the picture iu years so I

was game. But I was uot prepared. The priut we got ou screeu was battered aud splicey but, unlike the

Media tape, bright and sunburned. I co^d actually see things as well as hear them. But outside of the

vastly improved clarity, what really got me about seeing TCM on a big screen in a not terribly crowded
theatre was the fact that it is indeed a living, breathing, fuming nightmare caught on celluloid. It is not

a movie, rather it is an environment, a landscape of alien HeU that traps you and tortures you. Merciless

and aU-encompassing.

We left that theatre with wobbly knees, in total sUence. Our inteUectual response had yet to catch up
with our visceral reaction. But once aU of my synapses aligned, I understood TCM. 1 understood why it

was considered a masterwork of horror aud why, upou its release, it had shocked the world.

40 years later it eudures.

Now, the questiou you might be askiug yourself isWHY are we puttiugTHE TEXAS CHAINSAW MAS-
SACRE ou the cover of a FuU Moou fuuded horror aud cult fUm culture magaziue? The maudate of

DELIRIUM is to create a kick ass mouster mag first aud foremost but aU of the couteut must have some
sort of couuectiou to the Charles Baud legacy somehow, someway. WeU, here we uot only have a sophis-

ticated, thoughtful interview with Hooper to celebrate four decades of the fUm, but we also brauch out

into a blistering account of how, in 1982, Charlie licensed the film - along with John Carpenter’s HAL-
LOWEEN - as the flagship title of his WIZARD Wdeo Games imprint for the Atari system. The idea was
sound, but the experiment was an utter failure. Aud au expensive one at that. .

.

So sit back and try to relax as we celebrate a classic and lament a venture that tried to ride its light-

ning. Supporting these stories are a cavalcade of killer interviews, posters, photos and the kind of

breathless wordplay that is quickly making DELIRIUM one of the best

weird film culture mags on the market.

—Chris Alexander, Editor

chris@deliriummagaxine.com
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A MAN IN LOVE
First off, I absolutely love DELIRIUM Maga-

zine and hope that it goes on forever! I liked the

first issue so much that I bought a second copy
for a friend who's a bit financially-troubled at

the time because I insisted he have one. DELIR-

IUM ROCKS! Keep it coming!

-Kyle Laudermilt

Greetings from the UK! Thank you SO much
for DELIRIUM! What can ! say to you Chris,

except phenomenal job and I am going to have

to get me a subscription when I get some
spends! I cannot believe how much
work you personally have put into

them. Do you ever sleep man? Oh,
and I LOVE the posters in the center-

fold. They reminded me of when I was
a kid, tearing open a mag to see the

poster inside! Great stuff!

-Kat Ellinger

A TOAST TO TOMBS
DELIRIUM #2 was great! I've

always loved Spanish horror and
TOMBS OF THE BLIND DEAD is one
of the best of the lot. The pictures were

great as was the interview with Lone

Fleming, who still looks great after all

these years. I also loved the feature on

LASERBLAST. The first time I saw this

B-movie classic was on MST3K so to

approach the story from that angle

was especially awesome. Keep up the

marketed as a "series" will all the episodes be

available when it is released in June or will indi-

vidual episodes be released on a certain sched-

ule?

I also do wish the look at TROPHY HEADS
would have been longer. I think each of the

scream queens featured still have a sizable fan-

base and we would have enjoyed a more in-

depth interview and, obviously, more photos.

Speaking of the photos, Brinke's outfit looked

pretty skimpy, and I can only say thanks for that.

Brinke has obviously worked hard to keep her-

self in shape, and she is still very beautiful. I'm

glad that Full Moon is giving her the opportunity

to show that off, in spite of the fact that she isn't

in her 30s anymore.

Finally, since DELIRIUM is looking back at

some of the older Charles Band films and other

retro films in the Full Moon library, is there a

chance that we may see more in-depth looks at

some of the Scream Queen films?

-Joseph Holmes

Send your letters to chris@ chris@delirium-

magazine.com

My a

irk, Iamazing work, team DELIRIUM!

-Chad Montgomery

HEADS ABOVE THE REST

The first episode of TROPHY
HEADS is fantastic! ! was immediately

thrilled after hearing Richard Band's

amazing score play over the outstand-

ing opening credits. The entire cast

nailed their roles in this genius con-

cept for a episodic story. The tongue in

cheek humor was perfectly written.

Spotting the Easter eggs laced

throughout the episode was a great

added bonus too. I was also happy to

see you delivered on the blood and
boobs. I ended up watching the

episode a second time and enjoyed it

even more. Looking forward to

episode 2. Great start, dudes! I have a

good feeling that TROPHY HEADS is

going to get even better with each

episode. Thank you. Full Moon!

-Jacob Breuer

LIKES THE MAG, WANTS MORE
HEAD

I enjoyed the second issue of

DELIRIUM and especially the look at

the upcoming TROPHY HEADS. I'm
'
aid tlafraid that I'm going to have to break

down and subscribe to Full Moon
Streaming when it becomes available.

Are there any plans to release it com-

mercially as a stand-alone, be it on

DVD or for download? I've been col-

lecting Brinke's movies since back in

the early 1 990s and I like to own
whatever she is in.

I'm also curious since it is being

DELIRIUM#? 7



tion's B movies kept eluding me. Plus, the

motion pictures I hove documented in the post

just so happen to be a majority of the Empire

filmmakers' own childhood drive-in movies.

So, there exists a cinematic symbiosis between

the documentaries of my past and the Empire

documentary. And, after several false starts

over the years, I decided that it is now or

never."

The road to produce CELLULOID WIZARDS
has not been easy, in the sense that Griffith has

been funding the shoestring production out of

pocket. That said, he is confident that he has

amassed enough material to justify his impend-

ing, large-scale crowd-funding campaign to

get the cash he needs to finish the picture and

make it pretty. There are many, many more

miles to go before he sleeps...

'There's more interviews I would like to

include," notes the filmmaker, "as well as com-

missioning NEW HD transfers of all the Empire

theatrical trailers. I also hope to film b-roll of

the original Empire studio facilities in Italy, and

revisit the locations used for films like ZONE
TROOPERS and SPELLCASTER. To

me, the epic story of Empire Pictures

is not only about Charles Band or his

father, but also about the talented

individuals who worked together

during this short window of time to

create something pretty magical.

And it is important that overall nar-

rative be driven by these innovative

filmmakers and film professionals, all

of whom worked together to reinvent

and reinvigorate the independent

motion picture industry in the 1980's.

Interviews featured in CELLULOID

WIZARDS include Richard Band, Stu-

art Gordon, Brian Yuzna, Alan J.

Adler, Danny Bilson, Paul De Meo,

John Carl Buechler, J. Larry Carroll,

Barbara Crampton, Gary Graham,

C. Courtney Joyner, Richard Moll,

Irwin Yablans and of course, Charlie

himself.

"Charlie has been very support-

ive," Griffith insists.

"He is granting me access to

materials that have never been made
public before, including conceptual

artworks, unfilmed scripts, behind the

scenes stills and footage, and much

more! I have also gathered materials

from most of the individuals I have

interviewed thus far. This includes

personal photographs, home movies,

props and more. Overall, this docu-

mentary will be a wonder to behold

for anyone who is a fan of 1 980's

cinema."

To follow the film's progress visit

www.facebook.com/empirepictures-

documentary

EMPIRE PICTURESDOCUMENTRRY
IN FULL SWING

By BEN COBTMAN

B
efore Full Moon rose, founder and

DELIRIUM publisher Charles Band was

reinventing the B-movie with his Empire

Pictures studio, an outrageous entity that we
celebrate every issue (this round, keep an eye

open for our TERRORVISION feature, one of

Empire's weirdest!). Empire managed to make

lower budgeted, higher concept genre movie

entertainment and through Band and his father

Albert's business savvy, get these terrific titles

into mainstream theatres and mass-distributed

on video.

The story of the rise and fall and ascent

into myth will be documented in the new film

CELLULOID WIZARDS IN THE VIDEO WASTE-

LAND: THE SAGA OF EMPIRE PICTURES, a

stem-to-stern salute from filmmaker Daniel

Griffith of Ballyhoo Pictures fame.

"For the past five years, I have been direct-

ing and producing documentaries about the

making of various B movies from the past,"

notes Griffith.

"Over time, I realized that I was engineer-

ing stories centered around the making of films

released during my parents and grandparents'

teenage years. And while they shared their

favorite B-films with me, like Ed Wood's BRIDE

OF THE MONSTER and Jack Arnold's CREA-

TURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON, the

opportunity to tell stories about MY genera-

8 DELIRIUM#?



OFFWITH THEIR HEADSI
FiillMoonStreaining.com premiered our first-ever serialized web streamed show TROPHY HEADS in June to critical acclaim and

wild fan response. As part of that the marketing push, we put the call out to all of our cult to submit a head shot of their own and -

with the help of our deranged design team - we proceeded to remove noggin’ from neck and repositioned it as a bloody thing

mounted on one of TROPHY HEADS’ patented wall plaques!

Have a look below at some of our favorite shots!

DELIRIUM #3 9
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earless DELIRIUM publisher, Full Moon founder and all-

around genre movie warrior Charles Band has hit the streets

this year with his one-man roadshow, touring conventions

across North America personally promoting Full Moon, FuU
Moon Streaming and of course, the very glorious periodical

you’re currently perusing. .

.

Those of you who have seen Charhe’s actual show - a hilari-

ous amalgam of stand-up comedy, on-set anecdotes and RT Bar-

num-esque hyperbole - know that the man always has a great

time and makes it his mission to ensure that his fans have even

more fun. But it’s off stage, at the booth and on the convention

floor that the biggest blast is had.

Have a look at some of Charhe’s adventures so far!

Log on to www.DehriumMagcizine.com for more pics, video

and other adventures as the Fuh Moon Roadshow continues its

trek across the country! ^
Six Shooter

knocks 'em red!

. 4-

Charlie with the one and

only Bill Moseley at

Texas Frightmore!
"

iVKDo:
jEATO^i
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DELIRIUM encourages literacy!

Leech Woman clings to

the Full Moon booth at

Monster Mania!

TROPHY HEADS star Darcy

DeMoss holds her head up! DELIRIUM#? 11
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SOUTHERN DISCOMFORT
Director Tobe Hooper opens up about the cultural impact of his 40 year old,

audience-punishing horror classic, THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE.

I

n 1974, as America was slowly crawl-

ing out of a morale-battering war that

stained their flag red and was docu-

mented in every dismal detail on the 6

O’clock news, a small, primal scream of

celluloid spattered onto screens every-

where. That film was Tobe Hooper’s terri-

fying soon-to-be classic THE TEXAS
CHAINSAW MASSACRE, a picture so

unrelenting, so spare in its mission to

destroy its audience that the horror genre
- and the country, for that matter - would
never fuUy recover.

Though based loosely on the same
story of Cannibal killer Ed Gein, CHAIN-
SAW was miles removed from the stylized

elegance of Hitchcock’s landmark PSY-
CHO. No romantic Bernard Hermann
score to ease suffering here, no freshly

bathed Hollywood stars to serve as our

By CHRIS ALEXANDER

guides into the realm of nightmare.

Instead of boy next door Norman Bates,

CHAINSAW introduced us to murderous,

brain-damaged brute Leatherface (Gun-

nar Hanson) and his flesh-eating family of

disetrfrcuichised rural lunatics. Not even

the previous year’s bone-bristling hit THE
EXORCIST offered the kind of shock and

awe unleashed in Hooper’s film. Simply

put, despite its four decades of impact in

every known exhibition format, despite its

myriad sequels and remakes and sequels

to its remakes and despite an ungodly mob
of imitators, THE TEXAS CHAINSAW
MASSACRE is just as numbing an experi-

ence when viewed today as it ever was.

In honor of the recent 4K restoration of

the film on its 40th Anniversary, DELIR-
IUM connected with Tobe Hooper to dis-

cuss just what was swimming around in

his skull on those sweaty days in the early

1970’s, when he and writer Kim Henkel
braved the Texas heat to make history.

DELIRIUM: Do you find it at all odd that

a film as savage as yours, currently sits in

NYC’s Museum of Modem Art?

HOOPER: Thatwas a really pleasant sur-

prise when that happened, I must say.

DELIRIUM: Did you consider at all when
you had made the film, what sort of impact

it would have on the world?

HOOPER: No. Because a lot was happen-

ing at once and I just wasn’t prepared for

any of it. I mean a lot. First, there was the

director’s fortnight at Cannes. The film

was making tons of money. It was an
incredible time. However, I did know that

ffinSnjH
mossotre

..ithnppe"®'*'-
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I was doing something special. Of course,

I wasn’t sure what that was, but I can tell

you thatwhen we were making the movie,

1 was coming at the project from the per-

spective of a fQm fan and this is the kind

of film that I’d wanted to see, the kind of

film 1 thought that the world needed. I felt

that in the genre, we were all getting

cheated aud we weren’t getting our vcilue

in what we should have aud that is, the

kind of insanity that horror needs, the sort

of madness that makes the original film so

intense, why it resonates so much.

DELIRIUM: You did attend film school, so

technically you understood how to con-

struct a film, but who were some of your

filmmaldng inspirations?

HOOPER: Robert Wise for sure, based on

THE HAUNTING, one of the scariest

movies I’ve ever seen. And John Franken-

heimer, whose THE MANCHURIAN CAN-
DIDATE aud especially, SECONDS for

sure, reflected some of the ideas about the

‘corporatiou towards its clieuts’ really

influeuced the idea behind CHAINSAW.
That kind of American behavior, that kind

of Americana; in fact that theme shows up
in a lot of my work if you look for it.

DELIRIUM: There is a rugged feel of the

American Western in THE TEXAS

CHAINSAW MASSACRE as weU. Not just

the desert setting, but of the new world

clashing with the old. Almost a kind of

irreverent ‘cowboys and Indians’

dynamic. I wonder, were you also a fan of

John Ford?

HOOPER: No, that’s John Carpenter’s guy,

not mine. I mean, I like Ford as a director,

sure, but I was never a great fan of west-

erns at all. I will agree that CHAINSAW
does have a kind of western vibe, but then

some of the shots are aligned with stuff

like FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD,
the Nicolas Roeg film. I was very much
into European films at that time, you must
understand. Federico Fellini. Michelau-

gelo Antonioni. And of course, perhaps

the biggest influence would be Stanley

Kubrick, specifically his 1971 adaptation

of A CLOCKWORK ORANGE. Seeing that

film was a real lesson in what I wanted to

do with my own work, essaying that kind

of character behavior.

DELIRIUM: Can you elaborate on the

Kubrick connection?

HOOPER: Sure, well, there is a kind of

humor there, a humor that stems from

irony. In A CLOCKWORK ORANGE, these

terrible things are happening, meanwhile
someone is singing ‘Singing in the Rain’

and getting off on the terrible things at

the same time. Now, if a sequence like

that is played for only for cheap laughs, it

would most assuredly fall on its ass, just

completely collapse face down. But if it’s

played seriously, as it is in CLOCKWORK,
if you can find the nucleus of truth in the

sequence, it works and in the Alex char-

acter, played so well by Malcolm (McDow-
ell) and under Kubrick’s direction, it’s

very much alive aud thriving. Also, that

film was very important to the legacy of

DELIRIUM #3 15



CHAINSAW in that I wanted to actually

see the film that Alex was forced to watch
with his eyes pried open when he was
being rehabilitated at the clinic. I thought

if I could mahe that film or a piece of cin-

ema like that, like the one he was scream-

ing at...well, look out!

DELIRIUM: So your intent was to create

a film that would “Ludivco-ize” your audi-

ence? BriUiant!

HOOPER: See, when I was a little boy,

there were only fleeting seconds, only

moments in the horror films I watched in

which I would go out of body and just for-

get myself and - not to sound too meta-

physical here - but I would forget myself

completely. Itwas a wonderful thing when
that happened and quite magical. So with

CHAINSAW, I wcuited to extend that

moment as long as I could. And then I

STAMLEY KUBRICK'Sm

learned that those relentless situations

would then push my audience into those

territories. My audience became my Alex.

DELIRIUM: Now your very broad and
wonderful sequel, filmed in 1986, is a

black comedy. Bloody and gruesome yes,

but first and foremost a very funny movie.

But one thing many critics of the period

failed to grasp and one element that

almost every audience member refused to

see, is that the TEXAS CHAINSAW MAS-
SACRE is also, very funny. .

.

HOOPER: You’re right and no, nobody
picked up on that. And I admit, I was dis-

appointed by this but I understood it. It

was just too horrific for them to hear Jim

“The Cook” Seidow say things like “look

what your brother’s done to the door” and

laugh, though it was most assuredly

meant to be funny. Once agcun, irony com-

ing from a place of truth. And twisted val-

ues. In that scene we have four dead
bodies lying around and The Cook’s obses-

sive compulsive behavior dictates that he

zeroes in on the $8 door. Anyway, he’ll

make that $8 on the meat, right? HeU, he

has at least 4001bs of meat! That was the

joke, but no one laughed!

DELIRIUM: Did the 2003 remake miss

the point? Because it was not funny. At
aU.

HOOPER: Well, the problem is that the

remake wasn’t, nor did it pretend to be, in

the context of a time. And so, I don’t think

it should have been made as a period

piece, they should have used the context

of our times now, something to make the

themes relevant because now, I mean,
we’re back in the kind of times we were in

when I made the original, anyway.

DELIRIUM: And without that context,

the remake was just another cruel horror

film.

HOOPER: I tend to agree. Look, when I

made THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MAS-
SACRE, I wanted to make more than a

horror film. I wanted to scare the heU out

of the audience, sure. But at the same
time, my favorite film was Fellini’s 81/2 so

think about that. And I stiU think that’s

what makes it stand alone. It was my
Fellini film from heU.

k.| i
'
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INSTRUCTIONS

HALLOWEEN

w»u you survive ihe nigK HE comes feme’
WIZARD ^OGAmES CMes*nts ttie

HALLOWEEN VIDEOGAWE . for vcw ATARI

JWOO or SEARS We Game Game

S
ome things never change. As law-

makers and government officials of

today continue to howl over the per-

ceived excess of violence depicted in video

games and fervently debate its psycholog-

ical effect on society, so too did arbiters of

national morality oppose anything not

innocuous, cutesy, or educational when
the video game industrywas in its infancy.

Charles Band’s short-hved Wizard Games

By TREVOR PARKER

CIIAINSAW&
SHAPESAND
JOYSTICKS

The Serpentine Story of the Rise and (hard) Fall

of Wizard Games

division, launched with trailblcizing horror

properties like HALLOWEEN and THE
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE in its

arsenal, was but one victim of this mind-

set. Here’s how Baud remembers the gen-

esis of his ill-fated dalhance into bits and
bytes: “I was making movies in the mid-to-

late seventies. I had, as anyone else did,

not good experiences with distributors,

who took the movie and promised the

moon, the sun, and the sky, and other than

your httle advance, you couldn’t get them
on the phone an5miore. I qmckly learned

that you need to control your own distrib-

ution—this was in the days of theatrical,

before video took hold. I started the first

independent video company on the planet,

called Media Home Entertainment, and
shortly thereafter I started Wizard Video.

This is all late-seventies, as we’re crack-

ing into eighty, eighty-one. As video

exploded, I had to sell Media Home Enter-

tainment, because 1 had partners I wasn’t

so happy with. I hung onto Wizard for a

while, butmy film careerwas beginning to

get real active. That’s what I really cared

about the most. The video thing was kind

of a hobby.

“So by eighty, eighty-one, I was shoot-

ing more features, and prepping PARA-

SITE with Demi Moore. Other movies
were on the horizon, and I had less time to

devote to video. But at that time, I was
very aware of how successful the Atari

video games were. Ironically, 1 never was
or never have been a video gamer. I have

three sons and a daughter, and with the

exception of the daughter, the sons were
always in varying degrees into, and still

into, video games. So I’ve seen games go

from the start, from ground zero, PAC-
MAN, into what they are today, which is

unbehevable. Hundreds of miUions of dol-

lars are spent on these ultra-realistic

games. Now rewind it back to about nine-

teen-eighty, when it was PAC-MAN. Atari

is doing great, and I had already hcenced

both TEXAS CHAINSAW and HAL-
LOWEEN for video. I was the first one to

release those movies on VHS. So I knew
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where to go for the hcense, and I thought,

‘(video games) seem hke the same model;

it’s a business doing well and expanding

much like video.’ I’ve always been, and
sometimes to my detriment, eihead of the

curve, never behind.”

In 1982, Atari’s patent infringement

lawsuit against Mattel and their unoffi-

cial Intellivision cartridges compatible

with Atari’s dominant 2600 home system

was defeated. This judgement drained the

moat of legality surrounding the 2600,

blank green pasture, slapping saw to the

backs of an endless supply of fleeing

maidens. Once shced, the girls then trans-

form into an indistinguishable beige

smudge. Longhorn skulls, fences, and an

empty wheelchair (no sign of either

Franklin or Grandpa, sadly) randomly
impede oT Bubba’s pursuit, and the player

must be mindfully stingy of the saw’s

finite supply of gasohne while chopping

away. CHMNSAW’s repetitive gameplayis

stupefyingly basic, with points awarded

Laurie, players are trapped in a two-

storey house and dodging the attentions

of a rampaging Michael Myers. The goal is

to protect Laurie’s babysitting charges by
leading them off to safety, and points are

accrued per rescue. The house is no ally,

as lights bhnk on and off and present an

obstacle of darkness similar to that in the

later stages of Atari standard HAUNTED
HOUSE. Laurie can sometimes come
across a knife that will temporarily ward
off Michael, who turns tail and hustles off

creating an opportunity for any company
to scale the Atari castle walls and lob in

whatever unapproved 2600 video game
they saw fit to develop. This rush resulted

in several approaches at establishing a

more adult gaming culture, including

Mystique’s hne of bizarre and crudely

pornographic adventure titles. Another
angle, that of survival horror, was one pio-

neered by Charles Band and Wizard
Games.

First on the Wizard slate was an adap-

tation of Tobe Hooper’s THE TEXAS
CHAINSAW MASSACRE. CHAINSAW can

snatch the credit for being one of the first

games allovsung the player to assume the

role of villain—^in this case, players don
the stained butcher’s apron belonging to

notorious saw-wielder Leatherface. The
game depicts Leatherface as a blocky,

crewcutted figure charging through a

for each kill. Today, CHAINSAW feels

hilariously primitive and simphstic when
held up against modem immersive game
experiences, and it’s no great shakes ver-

sus the best that the Atari hbrary had to

offer either. One of CHAINSAW’s design-

ers was Ed Salvo, who had previously

worked on titles hke SPACECHASE and

SKEET SHOOT. In an interview with

Scott Stilphen for digipress.com. Salvo

declares himself “not real proud,” of his

involvement with CHAINSAW, “but we

had to eat.” Band is even less forgiving on

the topic of his games. “If you’ve seen

them,” he says, “they’re unbehevably stu-

pid and simple. They’re hke PAC-MAN.”
The other Wizard title is based on John

Carpenter’s immortal HALLOWEEN, and

this game makes the more conventional

choice to have the player control horror’s

inaugural Final Girl, Laurie Strode. As

at the mere sight of it. In the event that

Laurie or one of the kids is caught and

MUed by Michael, their head wQl disap-

pear and chunky jets of blood then leap

from their neck stump—all in shocking, if

impressionistic, 128-byte Atari graphical

splendor. Band had no inkhng that this

heretofore unseen level of video game car-

nage might ignite any controversy. “No,”

he says, “I thought people woxild think it

was cool! These were very successful

movies, probably the most successful hor-

ror films at that time. I was making R-

rated horror films, so there was no issue

there. I didn’t realize the early retailers

and distributors would have such an
apprehension in putting an3rthing violent

into stores. To them it was like I was a

crazy man. We got shut out of everywhere

except for a handful of small retailers that
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really didn’t care.”

Band recalls the entire Wizard Games
venture as, from the beginning, a hike into

financial quicksand. “What started off

being something I thought I could do on

the cheap, thinking I could just get a cou-

ple of guys to do this or that, definitely

became more expensive just to put things

together. Nothing went fast. It was ardu-

ous; the technology was slow. What I

thought would take a few months ended

up taking five or six months. I’m into get-

ting things done, and before you know it,

we had packaging, we had some volume of

(cartridges), we had the first convention

we were going to go to. I had some sort of

a rep or sales guy, if I remember correctly,

and we went to the convention with high

hopes, thinking it was going to be awe-

some. And it was just a complete dud.”

Today, statistics back that the majority

of gamers are long past their childhoods,

and new titles are marketed with that in

mind. In the days when Atari ruled all,

video games were primarilyperceived as a

kids’ diversion and sold mostly through

toy stores and departments (The Mystique

ANNOUNCIMG THE ilRST VIDEO GAMES

prepping METALSTORM by

then, that I just closed it

down. It was a blip in time, aud then I

moved on with my film career.”

And contrary to the old adage about

there being no such thing as bad publicity.

Band saw no sales bump from the outcry.

It was simply down to the few cartridges

that did make it out to stores being so dif-

ficult to find, or as Band puts it, “No one of

any substance carried them, just a hand-

ful of guys, mom-and-pop shops. Those

line of games notwithstanding). Large

retailers were nervous about HAL-
LOWEEN and CHAINSAW’S violent con-

tent and ties to the netherworld of greasy

grindhouse horror flicks. That reluctance

ultimately sank the nascent Wizard
Games label. “They were all family

stores,” says Band of the retailers, “and

for them to bring in a horror video game
with little characters running around with

knives... that was not what they were
into. The buyers at the time that woxild

have made a difference all passed, and
actually made speeches, like, ‘you’ll never

have a business if you stick to (games)

like these. No one’s going to be buying

these horror games with blood and little

knives. Licence some cartoons. Licence

some friendly family characters, because

that’s what the business is about.’ So it

was a bummer and a loss, though I was
getting so busy making movies, I was
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games, if you look at them now, they’re

almost laughable. There’s nothing in

there; little PAC-MAN dudes with knives?

It’s kind of siUy. But back in the day, it

was very offensive.”

Today the collector demand has
resulted in a burgeoning secondary mar-

ket; the scarcity of the original cartridges

enabling them to command hundreds of

dollars in online auctions. HALLOWEEN
is especially prized, as there were two cos-

metically-different versions released:

later-issued cartridges were sold without

a label, and instead came with a strip of

masking tape on the front that displayed

the title of the game handwritten across it

in felt pen. “I don’t think that it was more
than a thousand or two thousand of each

(title) produced. Some were sold, some
were returned, some we threw away, and
that was it,” says Band of the total stock

levels. And does the existence of this mod-

ern Wizard Games collec-

tor’s cult feel like any sort

of vindication to Band? “Not at all,’ he

laughs. “No, the vindication would have

been recovering two or three hundred
thousand dollars thirty years ago. It’s fun

that people with nostalgia find the games.

And the games, they’ll look the same in

thirty more years. They’re kind of inde-

structible.”

What of the future unrealized for Wiz-

ard Games, had any brave retailers shared

Band’s foresight aud aided him in midwif-

ing mature gaming into greater public

acceptance? “It’s too bad it didn’t work,”

Band sighs, “because I was licencing

ANDY WARHOL’S FRANKENSTEIN at

the time. I figured we could do a 3D video

game of it, because that was during sort of

my 3D phase, way before it came back
with a vengeance... I had all sorts of

ideas. I had two or three others in devel-

opment, so I was really going to be the

horror video game guy, but no one wanted
them.”

The eventual write-off of hundreds of

thousands of dollars in the mid-eighties

on Wizard Games was “not an insignifi-

cant amount of money, even today,” says

Band. It was a stinging financial blow to

the young producer, but Band isn’t

dwelling on it. “I never think about the

money, in this whole creizy career of mine.

Some are won, some are lost. There are

moves that I’m happy we made, and some
that I wish we could have made. ‘Cause at

the end of the day, all that survives is the

art, or whatever else you’re creating.

Eveiything else is just weird memories.”

Band’s final assessment of his grand

Wizard Games ejq)eriment is one of san-

guine reflection: “I lived the dream of

owning a studio, making movies and dis-

tributing them theatrically and on video.

The bad memory of that badly-timed video

game business, it just never (bothers me).

Of course, as video games went insane

and eclipsed movies, the money being

made and the technology evolving... I

mean, today it’s ridiculous. We’re just a

heartbeat away from actors not even
being needed an5miore. It’s a different

stratosphere. I wish I coxild reunite with

those characters who said that horror and
violent programming will never work. It’s

good to be ahead of the curve, but if you’re

too ahead you run the risk of faUing right

off the road.”



where to go for the hcense, and I thought,

‘(video games) seem hke the same model;

it’s a business doing well and expanding

much like video.’ I’ve always been, and
sometimes to my detriment, eihead of the

curve, never behind.”

In 1982, Atari’s patent infringement

lawsuit against Mattel and their unoffi-

cial Intellivision cartridges compatible

with Atari’s dominant 2600 home system

was defeated. This judgment drained the

moat of legality surrounding the 2600,

creating an opportunity for any company
to scale the Atari castle walls and lob in

whatever unapproved 2600 video game
they saw fit to develop. This rush resulted

in several approaches at establishing a

more adult gaming culture, including

Mystique’s line of bizarre and crudely

pornographic adventure titles. Another
angle, that of survival horror, was one pio-

neered by Charles Band and Wizard
Games.

First on the Wizard slate was an adap-

tation of Tobe Hooper’s THE TEXAS
CHAINSAW MASSACRE. CHAINSAW can

snatch the credit for being one of the first

games allowing the player to assume the

role of villain—^in this case, players don

the stained butcher’s apron belonging to

notorious saw-vsrielder Leatherface. The
game depicts Leatherface as a blocky,

crewcutted figure charging through a

blank green pasture, slapping saw to the

backs of an endless supply of fleeing

maidens. Once shced, the girls then trans-

form into an indistinguishable beige

smudge. Longhorn skulls, fences, and an

empty wheelchair (no sign of either

Franklin or Grandpa, sadly) randomly
impede oT Bubba’s pursuit, and the player

must be mindfully stingy of the saw’s

finite supply of gasoline while chopping

away. CHAINSAW’s repetitive gameplay is

stupefyingly basic, with points awarded
for each kill. Today, CHAINSAW feels

hilariously primitive and simphstic when
held up against modern immersive game
experiences, and it’s no great shakes ver-

sus the best that the Atari hbrary had to

offer either. One of CHAJNSAW’s design-

ers was Ed Salvo, who had previously

worked on titles hke SPACECHASE and

SKEET SHOOT. In an interview with

Scott Stilphen for digipress.com. Salvo

declares himself “not real proud,” of his

involvement with CHAINSAW, “but we
had to eat.” Band is even less forgiving on

the topic of his games. “If you’ve seen

them,” he says, “they’re unbehevably stu-

pid and simple. They’re hke PAC-MAN.”
The other Wizard title is based on John

Carpenter’s immortal HALLOWEEN, and

this game makes the more conventional

choice to have the player control horror’s

inaugural Final Girl, Laurie Strode. As
Laurie, players

are trapped in a

two-story house

and dodging the

attentions of a

rampaging
Michael Myers.

The goal is to

protect Laurie’s

babysitting
charges by lead-

ing them off to

safety, and
points are

accrued per res-

cue. The house
is no ally, as

lights blink on

and off and present an obstacle of dark-

ness similar to that in the later stages of

Atari standard HAUNTED HOUSE. Laurie

can sometimes come across a knife that

wiU temporarily ward off Michael, who
turns tail and hustles off at the mere sight

of it. In the event that Laurie or one of the

kids is caught and killed by Michael, their

head will disappear and chunky jets of

blood then leap from their neck stump

—

all in shocking, if

impressionistic, 128-

byte Atari graphical

splendor. Band had
no inkling that this

heretofore unseen
level of video game
carnage might ignite

any controversy.

“No,” he says, “I

thought people would
think it was cool!

These were very suc-

cessful movies, prob-

ably the most
successful horror

films at that time. I

was making R-rated

horror films, so there

was no issue there. I

didn’t realize the

early retailers and
distributors would
have such an appre-

hension in putting

an3rthing violent into

stores. To them it

was hke I was a crazy

man. We got shut out

of ever5?where except

for a handful of small

retailers that really

didn’t care.”

Band recalls the

entire Wizard Games venture as, from the

beginning, a hike into financial quick-

sand. “What started off being something I

thought I could do on the cheap, thinking

I could just get a couple of guys to do this

or that, definitely became more expensive

just to put things together. Nothing went
fast. It was arduous; the technology was
slow. What I thought would take a few
months ended up taking five or six

months. I’m into getting things done, and

before you know it, we had packaging, we
had some volume of (cartridges), we had

the first convention we were going to go

to. I had some sort of a rep or sales guy, if

I remember correctly, and we went to the

convention with high hopes, thinking it

was going to be awesome. And it was just

a complete dud.”

Today, statistics back that the majority

of gamers are long past their childhoods,

and new titles are marketed with that in

mind. In the days when Atari ruled all,

video games were primarily perceived as a

kids’ diversion and sold mostly through

toy stores and departments (The Mystique

hne of games notwithstanding). Large
retailers were nervous about HAL-
LOWEEN and CHAINSAW’S violent con-

tent and ties to the netherworld of greasy

grindhouse horror flicks. That reluctance

ultimately sank the nascent Wizard
Games label. “They were all family

stores,” says Band of the retailers, “and

for them to bring in a horror video game
with httle characters running around with

knives... that was not what they were
into. The buyers at the time that would
have made a difference all passed, and
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actually made speeches, like, ‘you’ll never

have a business if you stick to (games)

like these. No one’s going to be buying

these horror games with blood and little

knives. License some cartoons. License

some friendly family characters, because

that’s what the business is about.’ So it

was a bummer and a loss, though I was
getting so busy making movies, I was
prepping METALSTORM by then, that I

just closed it down. It was a bhp in time,

and then I moved on with my film career.”

And contrary to the old adage about

there being no such thing as bad pubhcity.

Band saw no sales bump from the outcry.

It was simply down to the few cartridges

that did make it out to stores being so dif-

ficult to find, or as Band puts it, “No one of

any substance carried them, just a hand-

ful of guys, mom-and-pop shops. Those
games, if you look at them now, they’re

almost laughable. There’s nothing in

there; httle PAC-MAN dudes with knives?

It’s kind of siUy. But back in the day, it

was very offensive.”

Today the collector demand has

resulted in a burgeoning secondary mar-

same in thirty more years. They’re kind of

indestructible.”

What of the future unrealized for Wiz-

ard Games, had any brave retailers shared

ket; the scarcity of the original cartridges

enabhng them to command hundreds of

dollars in onhne auctions. HALLOWEEN
is especially prized, as there were two cos-

metically-different versions released:

later-issued cartridges were sold without

a label, and instead came with a strip of

masking tape on the front that displayed

the title of tte game handwritten across it

in felt pen. “I don’t think that it was more
than a thousand or two thousand of each

(title) produced. Some were sold, some
were returned, some we threw away, and

that was it,” says Band of the total stock

levels. And does the existence of this mod-
ern Wizard Games collector’s cult feel like

any sort of vindication to Band? “Not at

all,” he laughs. “No, the vindication would
have been recovering two or three hun-

dred thousand dollars thirty years ago.

It’s fun that people with nostalgia find the

games. And the games, they’ll look the
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Band’s foresight and aided him in midwif-

ing mature gaming into greater public

acceptance? “It’s too bad it didn’t work,”

Band sighs, “because I was licensing

ANDY WARHOL’S FRANKENSTEIN at

the time. I figured we could do a 3D video

game of it, because thatwas during sort of

my 3D phase, way before it came back
with a vengeance... I had all sorts of

ideas. I had two or three others in devel-

opment, so I was really going to be the

horror video game guy, but no one wanted
them.”

The eventual write-off of hundreds of

thousands of dollars in the mid-eighties

on Wizard Games was “not an insignifi-

cant amount of money, even today,” says

Band. It was a stinging financial blow to

the young producer, but Band isn’t

dwelling on it. “I never think about the

money, in this whole crazy career of mine.

Some are won, some are lost. There are

moves that I’m happy we made, and some
that I wish we could have made. ‘Cause at

the end of the day, ciU that survives is the

art, or whatever else you’re creating.

Everything else is just weird memories.”

Band’s final assessment of his grand

Wizard Games erqreriment is one of san-

guine reflection: “I hved the dream of

owning a studio, making movies and dis-

tributing them theatrically and on video.

The bad memory of that badly-timed video

game business, it just never (bothers me).

Of course, as video games went insane

and eclipsed movies, the money being

made and the technology evolving... I

mean, today it’s ridiculous. We’re just a

heartbeat away from actors not even
being needed anymore. It’s a different

stratosphere. I wish I could reunite with

those characters who said that horror and
violent programming will never work. It’s

good to be ahead of the curve, but if you’re

too ahead you run the risk of falhng right

off the road.” ^
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Filmmaker Ted Nicolaou’s berserk 1986 classic

TERRORVISION was one of Empire’s weirdesj
pictures.

T
ed Nicolaou's career as a director

nearly ended before it really had the

chance to begin.

The Texas native began his film career

in The Lone Star state as a member of a

small crew of ambitious filmmakers hop-

ing to make a mark with a small, indepen-

dent picture known as THE TEXAS
CHAINSAW MASSACRE. Nicolaou, a

graduate of the University of Texas,

served as the location sound recordist for

Tobe Hooper's classic but found himself

following other Austin filmmakers to the

west coast by the end of the 1970s.

"I came out to Los Angeles in 1977 just

following a lot of my Austin friends who
had come out here," Nicolaou recalls.

"One of them was Larry Carroll who was
working on a film called ROAR, starring

Tippi Hedren. It was a crazy movie about,

Uke, about 100 lions and tigers terrorizing

a family, supposedly in Africa.

"It was the sort of movie that anybody

could get a job on because nobody in their

professional right mind would have
worked on it because there was no safety

measures for the lions and tigers.

Larry was editing that film and my
friend was a sound man and they hired me
to come work as a second editor on the

film."

Nicolaou remembers the shoot being a

troubled one with the low point coming
when a flood resulted in the cutting rooms
and set being overrun with water. That
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prompted Carroll to leave and begin work
with director David Schmoeller on the

script for what would become Tourist

Trap. He was soon hired as editor for the

film.

Hence began a long career with Char-

lie Band.

"After TOURIST TRAP, Charlie had a

film in production called THE DAY TIME
ENDED that the director had left and the

editor had left and it was just a big mess
in the cutting room and CharUe hired me
to kind of fix that movie as much as was
possible," he teUs DELIRIUM.

"From there, I kind of went off and did

some other things and then when Charlie

started directing movies... When he did

TRANCERS he hired me to edit that and

then I edited his movies for a few years

and always let him know that I wanted to

direct and, when they were doing RAGE-
WAR, I was editing those pieces for other

directors and he needed to lengthen the

running time on the film and he got me to

do one more episode. That was kind of the

beginning with it."

With that short segment under his

belt, Nicolaou convinced Band he was the

right man to helm TERRORVISION, a film

with roots in much of Band's creative

process at the time.

Nicolaou said he was presented no

draft of a script or detailed premise.

Instead, Band showed him a poster he had
already created for the film and gave him

a rough idea of what he was looking for in

the film.

"He showed me the poster and said

'Here, you want to do this?' and my
thought was that I sort of knew John
Buechler's work because I'd been editing

movies that he had worked on for a few
years and I sort of have this love of 1950s

horror films from when I grew up, so I

asked Charlie if I could make it a comedy
and he said 'Yes' so I sort of wrote the

script trying to make a movie that would
haunt little children if they sat up and saw
it on TV," he explains.

Nicolaou drew on that love of 50s sci-fi

and horror to create a script about a mon-

ster thrown out of its own galaxy that

finds its way to Earth via a large satellite

dish erected in the Putterman family's

yard. The couple, played to perfection by

Mary Woronov and Gerrit Graham, have

two children - punkish Suzy and her young
brother, Sherman - as well as an eccentric

grandfather. As the movie progresses with

the over-the-top, rubber monster wreck-

ing havoc and systematically killing off

character after character, it's obvious

Nicolaou's tongue was firmly in his cheek

as he both wrote and directed the film.

"I wanted to do a movie where you
could root for the monster. I didn't really

see, once a monster like that would be

loose on society, a happy ending for

humanity so I wanted to do a movie that

took on the fringe trends at the time," he

says.

Those trends ranged from the bizarre

to the more sexually adventurous and
Nicolaou drew a great deal of inspiration

from his surroundings.

"Survivalism was really big at that

time and swinging was big in the Valley

and Los Angeles at the time and that sort

of New Wave music and heavy metal," he

says. "I took all of those things and there

was a kooky, old guywho used to pass out

flyers downtown who dressed Uke Gramps
does in the movie with an army uniform

and aU these plastic weapons attached to

it. We basic^ly just mined what was
going on around LA at the time for the

characters of the film."

And those characters are, like the

monster, bigger than fife. Woronov, in par-

ticular, seems to be in her natural element

as the slutty, seductive Raquel Putter-

man. It's not the role Nicolaou initially

envisioned her in - he wanted her for the

Elvira-Uke TV host Medusa played to per-

fection by Jennifer Richards - but she con-

vinced him she'd be better off as the

twisted family matriarch.

"When we started casting, back in

those days CharUe was actually paying

money for actors, I had asked Mary to

come and read for the part of Medusa and
when she came in she said 'Medusa's a

role everyone would assume I would play

but what I would really Uke to do is the

part of the mom' and it was one of those

moments in casting that you hope for

where, suddenly, someone changes your



laou says, it almost seemed as if every-

thing was working against TERRORVI-
SION.

"It was received horribly," he recalls

with a heavy sigh.

"At the time, Charlie was trying to

release films theatrically and he'd just

released TROLL and ELIMINATORS in

the weeks leading up to that and I think

that had sort of worn the patience of crit-

ics and, then, the space shuttle blew up

the week of the release of TERRORVI-
SION so people were not in the mood for

any type of humorous extra-terrestrial

shenanigans and, basically, critics hated

the movie. Critics bashed it, it gained

some tiny cult following but was in and

out of theatres in a matter of days.

"So, that really set me back. I was
expecting people would hke it a lot more
than they did or it would at least find its

Stoner audience that would appreciate it

perspective on your whole character,"

Nicolaou says. "So, I said 'Yea, great' and,

with her, the movie started to alter it's

shape, a httle bit. I mean, the script is the

script and we pretty much did shoot the

script, but with Mary and with Garret Gra-

ham in it it really kind of became even
more intense of a beast."

Woronov may chew the scenery in each

and every frame she appears in but keen-

eyed watchers are also in for a treat to see

a very young Chad Allen in the role of

Sherman. While the young Allen had
appeared in various television series and

TV movies prior to his TERRORVISION
role, he had yet to gain stardom through

the hit family show OUR HOUSE.
The young actor hadn't even reached

his teens when TERRORVISION was
released and, as Nicolaou recalls, was a

professional on the set, even if his parents

had some reservations about some of the

film's content.

"He was great. He was really, really

professional. Very naturalistic, sort of in

opposition to everybody else in the film.

People of Earth
Your planet is about to be destroyed . .

.

We're terribly sorry for the inconvenience.

He seemed to be more of the sane centre

of the film. He was great," he says. "His

parents were a httle bit wary of the set

when they saw it and asked that he not be

filmed against any of the erotic art on the

walls."

Allen's character, arguably, is the lone

one in the film audiences may find a

redeeming quahty in. That's not because

of the young actor's portrayal but, as the

director explains, an extension of the

script where nothing was sacred and
there were no exceptions to the rule of

surprising the audience by who would be

the next to fall prey to the ahen.

"A friend of mine, at the time, accused

the film of being homophobic and my
response to that is that it's basically mis-

antiiropic," he says. "It's not just homo-
phobia, it pretly much doesn't like

anybody in the movie and I did that, in a

way, because I didn't want to start break-

ing people's hearts when I steirted MUing
all the characters and I wanted it to main-

tain its humour."

The film does that but its bizarre bal-

ance of horror and humour - coupled with

bad timing for its release in to tteatres -

created a melting pot that neither critics

nor the viewing public were wiUing to wel-

come with open arms. If anything, Nico-

but, at the time, it just set me back."

However, the passing of time has been

kind to both TERRORVISION and Nico-

laou. The filmmaker bounced back and
Band eventucilly entrusted one of Full

Moon's most popular series - SUB-
SPECIES- to Nicolaou and TERRORVI-
SION eventually found its fringe audience.

"I guess its sensibihty was so at odds

with the time it was made that it did what
I sort of hoped it would....," he reflects.

"When I was a kid I saw two movies on TV
- just fragments of them - and one was
INVADERS FROM MARS, the original,

and the other was 5000 FINGERS OF
DR.T and both were expressionistic fan-

tasies and both of those movies haunted

me for all my childhood because theywere
so out of the ordinary, visually, from any-

thing I'd seen before and I sort of wanted
that for TERRORVISION.

"It sort of managed to, I think, affect

people in a weird way that they'd teU their

friends. It's sense of humour is not for

everyone but it's definitely for some peo-

ple.

"It's super satisfying for me now to see

that it continues to be, sort of, spread from

friend to friend and manages to continue

to have screenings around the world and
manages to be appreciated." ®
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BVGQIilE BYnGIH
Actor Jeffrey Byron Remembers Making a 3D

Fantasy Classic.

ByJOHNNICOL

T
he 1980’s saw its share of slasher

flicks, barbarian adventures, apoca-

lypse drams, creature features and of

course, the short, sweet resurgence of 3D.

Weird fantasy titles like FRIDAY THE
13TH; PART 3D, JAWS 3D, AMITYVILLE
3D and SPACEHUNTER: ADVENTURES
IN THE FORBIDDEN ZONE were cashing

in and Empire pictures was right there

with them, in fact with Charles Band’s

PARASITE and of course METALSTORM:
THE DESTRUCTION OF JARED-SYN,
they led the mini-revolution.

In the case of the inimitable METAL-
STORM, how could

we forget that crazy,

wonderful theatrical

poster. It was so

intense, it made you
wanna throw on those

flimsy cardboard

paper cut inflicting

(especially around the

ears) glasses immedi-

ately and grasp at the

air like a fool. Serving

as the lead of METAL-
STORM, and eventu-

ally a few other Band
classics, was actor

Jeffrey Byron, who
played the heroic

‘Dogen’.

Byron took some
time to reminisce with

DELIRIUM about his

days attempting to

kick Jared-Syn’s ass in

the golden age of

Empire...

DELIRIUM: You have

been in several

Empire films. .

.

JEFFREY BYRON:
Yes. I met Charles

Band when I audi-

tioned for METAL-
STORM. I had never

met him before that. I

felt confident about

getting the role and
after I read for him
and the casting direc-

tor, I guess he agreed.

I was hired the same
day. They apparently

stopped seeing actors

after meeting me.

Once I started work
on the film I had a

good rapport with

Charlie, and soon

after (during the film-

ing of METALSTORM) he offered me the

role in THE DUNGEONMASTER.
DELIRIUM: Which Band production was
the most memorable for you?

BYRON: My favorite was METALSTORM.
It was tons of fun to make, and when we
were filming it, there was a special cama-

raderie with the cast and crew. We knew
it was a low budget exploitation film but

we also knew that it had a chance to be

memorable. In the end it has turned out to

be quite the cult classic. I enjoyed work-

ing with everyone. Tim Thomerson my
sidekick and I had fun working together. I
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am sure there are lots of great (and funny)

outtakes in the vaults. .

.

DELIRIUM: We’re trying to imagine the

casting process for THE DESTRUCTION
OF JARED SYN...

BYRON: As I said, I was one of the first

actors they saw for the part and once they

met me they cast me. After they hired me,

I read with many actresses for the part

that Kelly Preston played including Demi
Moore (also in PARASITE). She was the

favorite and would have been hired but

she was doing another project and wasn't

available.

DELIRIUM: METALSTORM was shot in

3D. Did this pose any challenges for you as

an actor?

BYRON: Not really, other than it being a

slow process. Lighting a scene for 3D, at

least in that era, was time consuming...

DELIRIUM: Did you have to endure any
grueling make-up or perform any of your

own stunts?

BYRON: Makeup was
easy. There were a lot

of gruehng fight scenes

which were fun, but
tough. And I loved my
costume!

DELIRIUM: What was
Band like as a direc-

tor?

BYRON: Chcurlie was
fun to work vfith. His

real gift was the pro-

motion part. He knew
how to market a film.

He was brilliant at

that. He didn't give me
any direction, really.

He pretty much left it

up to me.

DELIRIUM: Going

head-to-head with

Richard Moll must
have been intimidat-

ing...or is he just a big

softy?

BYRON: Richard was a
quiet, introspective

guy...Nice, and easy to

work with, but didn't

say a lot.

Fun Fact: Richard MoU
had to shave his head

for his villainous role

in METALSTORM. One
day, he requested to

leave early for an audi-

tion, which Band per-

mitted. That audition

was for the soon-to-be

hit NBC series NIGHT
COURT. The producers

were so smitten with

Moll’s chromed dome,
that they cast him as

imposing but loveable

bailiff “Bull” on the

condition that he keep

his noggin smooth. He
did. And the rest is pop

culture history...
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violence ensue.

RATS is cheap, cheesy, bloody and
packed with lunatic action and Geretta

Geretta steals the show as the hmber,

arse-punishing “Chocolate”. But the lady

herself is more than just a gorgeous (and

seemingly ageless) face found in 80’s

Eurohorror. She’s an artist, filmmaker and

award-winning master of multi-media; a

real renaissance woman whose time spent

in Mattei-viUe was a mere footnote in a

long, storied life.

But man, WHAT a footnote!

In honor of Blue Underground’s

impending double-shot Blu-ray release of

both HELL OF THE LIVING DEAD and
RATS, DELIRIUM cornered Geretta

Geretta and snapped her up in our chat

trap...

;S ALEXAlfDER

DELIRIUM: What was a nice American
girl hke you doing flitting around Italy in

the 1980’s?

GG: Well even nice girls gotta eat! In actu-

ality, my roommate at the time who has

gone on to be a rather renovmed script

supervisor. Dale V^att, was offered the

role first... Guess Chocolate was “Dark

Chocolate” in the first draft?

Hmmmm...anyway she was horrified

when she heard the pay. It was beyond

low. Actually it was low for us, we were
being paid hke studio players or contract

players. We got lunch, we got our name in

lights, we got a very small check each

week. I think it was my second film in

Italy. I did not really speak a word of Ital-

ARE COMING...GERETTA
GERETTA IS HERE!

otorious Itahan exploitation guru
Bruno Mattei’s most infamous work
might be 1981’s HELL OFTHE LIV-

ING DEAD (aka ZOMBIE CREEPING
FLESH aka NIGHT OF THE ZOMBIES
aka VIRUS aka...well, aka lots of titles)

but that outrageous DAWN OFTHE DEAD
rip-off isn’t his best picture by a long, lurid

shot.

No, Mattei’s crowning achievement is a

greasy httle post-apocalyptic trash-fest
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called RATS: NIGHT OF TERROR,
released in 1984 (and shot on some of the

sprawling sets used for Sergio Leone’s

masterful ONCE UPONA TIME IN AMER-
ICA) and co-starring none other than

DEMONS legend Geretta Geretta. In it, a

ragtag gang of post-nuke toughs fight

both each other and a horde of blood-suck-

ing steroidal vermin, with both camps
fighting for supremacy in a world gone
wild. Plenty of Mattel goofiness and ultra-



never in a million years even knew anyone

knew an3rthing about those fUms. Shoot, I

forgot about them! But every now and
then an old friend from Rome would con-

tact me in the States and say “Sis, they

messed up your voice in the Italian

dubbed version. It's too sweet.”

DELIRIUM: Did you have any off-screen

romances with any of your co-stars?

GG: Of course. I had big hair and a big

heart! I was dating Gianfranco Gianni

before the film started and I had some sort

of “special friendship” with Claudio for a

minute. He used to come to my place and

I helped him write the movie he got his

directorial debut on. I even introduced

him to the money people. Bruno used to

always say “Fuck Janna (which was my
name back then)

,
if you were gonna help

somebody why didn't you help me? Right

up untQ almost the end when I saw him
last around 2002, he would still laugh and

say that. He was like an Uncle to me.

When I had my directorial debut, man, it

was so low budget, even using the roll

outs, I didn’t have enough footage to get it

to 80 minutes never mind 90 for distribu-

tion. “He was like ‘Come here, give it to

me”. And I let him, without even ques-

tioning it, splice my negative! He hooked

that sucker up in like 20 minutes and then
told me to run the credits real long, thank

everybody, then put a surprise at the end.

Bingo, bitches! My film was now 90 min-

utes. I loved him!

DELRIUM: On that note, you did evolve

into a very interesting artist but do you
look back fondly on those wild days in

Italy?

GG: Of course! I arrived as a Greenhorn

model and I left... well, a name in that

genre. Not bad for a knocked kneed girl

from Oregon!

For all the Geretta Geretta news you
can gnaw on, follow her on TWitter at twit-

tercom/GerettaGeretta.

DIE RATTEN VON MANHATTAN

ian at the time. I translated the entire

script with a travelers pocket dictionary.

The set ups, the dialogue, everything...

and lo and behold it became a break-

through for me.

DELIRIUM: What kind of man was
Bruno?

GG: Oh, man, the best! The absolute best.

He had this funny little crooked smUe. He
used to yell at me from the moment I got

on set until I left. The spats we got into!

This was during my “difficult actress”

stage! I didn’t know anything! I thought

you were supposed to be like that! Actu-

ally, a kind AD later told me “Uh, you're

picking up bad habits. Actresses as a rule

don’t talk back like you do to Bruno.” I

was thunderstruck! I mean, really, I had
no idea.

DELIRIUM: People often mumble that

writer Claudio Fragasso really directed

much of RATS. Any truth to that?

GG: HeU no. And that’s a quote for the

dopes! What people don't get - and trust

me. I hear the same crap regarding Dario

and Lamberto when we were all on

DEMONS - is that really tal-

ented people like Bruno,

allow other people to have

opinions, chime in, come up
with stuff. But RATS is

Bruno’s film. It’s classic

Bruno. Come on. The rubber

rats on the conveyor belt

thing? So Bruno. On second

thought, maybe I SHOULD
say that it was all Claudio’s

idea (laughs)! Only Bruno
came up with that kind of

no-budget but brilliant

kinda stuff. And no one

knows or knew more about

camera angles and set ups
and how to get two for

one and do 20 set ups a day
than that old Italian vet-

eran. Claudio had lots of

good ideas and Bruno would
sort of pull on his chin in

silence then if he liked it

he’d say “Va Bene”. And
plenty of times he did not

say “Va bene”. A nice girl

can’t repeat what he would
say when he thought the

idea was “stupido.”

DELIRIUM: Did you think

the fact that the sole African

actress in RATS being

called “Chocolate” was a bit lazy? Did you
have any reservations about the role?

GG: Claudio came up with that name. I

have been called worse. Didn't even think

about it twice. “Chocolate” “Negra”

“Ragazza De Colore” “Colored Girl.”

“Foxy Lady” at least they're “calling ya”

is how I felt about it. At the same time in

the States, with the exception of Susan
Seidelman who cast me in

SMITHEREENS, I wasn’t getting called

anything so yeah, you go where the work
is. We, meaning all of us in the film, felt it

was tongue in cheek, I mean, there was

“Wdeo” too, we all had those post apoca-

lyptic names . Itwas an 80’s thang, ya had
to be there!

DELIRIUM: The rats themselves are

nasty. Did you ever get bitten?

GG: No, but Bruno was all about saving

money so he re-used the dead ones for

days! That was nasty and smelled!

DELIRIUM: What did you think of the

flick when you finally saw it?

GG: I have to teU you... I never saw it! I

don’t think it even had a premiere! Years -

and I mean years - later I saw a VHS copy

of it in those old arthouse rental stores. I
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THE SKLEEKS BELONG TO THE PLEEPLES

»nw? -j: THREE
By STUART GORDON

S
o here we were with

our biggest hit

ever, “WARP -

The World’s First

Science Fiction

Epic Adventure
Play in Serial

Form” and
Cecil O’Neal,

our leading

man has B
pulled his \S
back and can W '

no longer play

Lord Cumulus, ^
Avenger of the

Universe and the

show is sold out for
'

the next two months.

What to do? Join me now in ^
1972 for the continuing saga. .

.

^ members to make a trip to

his apartment to remove

the half-finished cos-

tumes as Iverson

moaned and
groaned from his

f But Stuart

^ W was able to

p* attend the

opening night
’

performance

^ ^ and sat in the

^ m front row loudly

iM bemoaning the

'M work we had done^ finishing his cre-

ations. “Where’s

Oolna?!” he cried to the

horror of the critic-filled

opening night audience. Oolna

Pleeple tribe and had been forbidden to

eat the red banana-like fruit called

skleeks. The episode ended with naughty

Prince Chaos suggestively showing her

how to eat a skleek (shameless) and then

confronting the powers-that-be with, “The

skleeks belong to the Pleeples!” A long

way to travel for a bad pun, and this por-

tion of the show was later cut and
replaced with a stronger segment. But the

reviews of the third episode were good
thanks to a bnUiant finale in which our

heroes fincdly confront the all powerful He
Who Dreams only to discover that he is a

burned out remnant, a decrepit skeleton

played to perfection by the great Andre’

DeShields.

Cordis Fejer, the actress playing Sar- was the name of a multi-colored native “How can we save you?” asks Cumu-
gon. Mistress of War had an idea. “I can girl played by Cordis in a Dorothy Lamour- lus.

call my brother,” she told us. “He’d be a style sarong. She was a member of the “You do not save He Who Dreams, you
great Lord Cumulus.” So a few days later

John Heard (yes, THE John Heard) arrived

from Washington DC where he had been
performing with the Arena Stage. Tall,

blonde and handsome, John reminded me
of a young Errol Flynn. And he had Flynn’s

self deprecating sense of humor, but coidd

easily stand up to Tom Towles (yes, THE
Tom Towles now playing the villainous

Chaos, Prince of Madness.)

Work on the third episode stopped

while we rehearsed John into the first two
episodes. Cecil helped as much as he

could, but it must have been hard on him
watching the role he had created, that

was making him a star, being taken over

by another. And knowing that it would
make John a star. (Which it did.)

Episode Three “To Die...Alive!”

opened in late August. Creating the cos-

tumes for the four dimensions that our

heroes visit in their quest for He who
Dreams had exhausted designer Stuart

Iverson to the point that he had collapsed

in his workshop unable to complete them.

Whether it was exhaustion, too much
cocaine, or both, was never determined,

but it fell to me and several company
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become him!” is the god’s response. And
the two superheroes, Cumulus and Chaos

realize that they must join together to

form Ego one last time, but this time for

all eternity. And so as the title states

they must die... alive, giving up their

identities for the sahe of saving the uni-

verse. They heroically do so and the

young newly formed Ego is horrified

looking at the hideous visage of He
Who Dreams who intones some of the

most wonderful hues ever written by
bury st. edmond aka Lenny Kleinfeld or

anyone else:

“Yes, yes this is the swindle. This

twisted wreckage of your former splen-

dor is all the thanks you can ejq)ect

—

the price we pay for the privilege of

being!”

And as I write this now, in my sixty-

fifth yecir, I am ameized that Lenny, in

his mid twenties when he wrote these

words, understood so perfectly the feel-

ing you get each day when you look at

your wrinkled, balding, decimated self

in a mirror. How can I walk like a god,

when I’m up to my chin in shit?

WARP was now a phenomenon. Peo-

ple had to wait months for tickets, and

they were often scalped for hundreds of

doUcirs. And we were approached by pro-

ducers who wanted to bring the show to

New York. Among them was Tony D’Am-

ato who had been an associate producer of

GREASE. He felt that we should close the

Chicago run of the show by the end of

1972 and open off-broadway the following

February. The budget was $300,000
with a quarter of a nulUon to remount

the show and advertise it and $50,000
to be kept as a reserve to keep the show
runiung.

It seemed like a good plan, although

in retrospect we should have kept the

Chicago production going. But we were

so full of ourselves in those heady days

and we asked “Would the Rolling

Stones replace themselves?” Of course

not. We were stars. Super stars.

But to further complicate things

cifter making several trips to New York

we couldn’t find a suitable off-broadway

theater. But Tony had interesting news.

The Schuberts had offered him the

majestic Ambassador Theatre for the

same price as an off-broadway house.

With 1100 seats and sitting on the

Great White Way, it was a huge leap

from our 144 seat Body Politic Theater.

But my mentor Paul Sills had played

there with his Story Theater production

a year before. And if he could do it.

.
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The Art of Ryan Broeifhart

When one sets their glazballs upon

the visual sheen of the Full Moon
universe, after sifting through a

few posters, video boxes and sell sheets, it

becomes very clear that there is a distinct

DNA, an aesthetic fingerprint completely

unique to their legacy.

Credit visual artist Ryan Brookhart for

defining that style. Brookhart is a veteran

multi-hyphenate whose immersion into

the weird, wild world of Full Moon was
one bom of serendipity.

“In around 1992, 1 was the editor of an

art magazine called ‘Provocateur’,” says

the artist.

“It was a fairly well-received magazine,

one of those oversized European things

and was based out of LA and London.

By CHRIS ALEXANDER

After that folded, I started another maga-

zine called ‘Go Figure’ which was a toy

magcizine. I stiU wanted to be involved in

being in something art related.”

‘Go Figure’ had a huge following

amongst toy enthusiasts, but only ran a

few issues before distribution problems

pxiUed the plug. However, before its stiU

lamented demise, a chance meeting at

San Diego’s Comic Con changed every-

thing.

“Someone brought over these PUP-
PETMASTER toys. Blade and Six-

Shooter,” Brookhart says.

“This was during the phase where
every indie company had a line of toys, it

was a golden age. These PUPPETMAS-
TER toys were beautiful, simple and we

A^;D
lELL
'ODE
MTH|
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started aggressively reporting on Full

Moon toys. Eventually, cJter ‘Go Figure’

folded, Charhe called me and asked if I’d

be interested in being the art director for

Full Moon toys. I did and slowly insinu-

ated myself into the graphic department.”

One of Brookhart’s first assignments

was designing David DeCoteau’s 2000
beefcake creeper VOODOO ACADEMY
and, with its amalgam of attractive young
men, screaming femininity and hght hor-

ror, the title was picked up by Blockbuster

and sold in mass quantities, a bona fide hit

for Full Moon.
“After awhile I stcirted to see the influ-

ence of my art at Blockbuster,” says the

artist.

“I did a cover for Full Moon for a movie

called BLEED and the idea was originally

a black cover, red letters and aU that. And
I said, ‘look, why don’t we do a white
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cover, put the faces staggered on a knife

and make it clean and unusual’. When
that film came out, I was in Ohio and I

went into a Blockbuster and there were
three rows of just that title and it just

telegraphed itself off the stands. And yes,

pretty soon you saw a lot of white covers

with faces and knives out there...”

When Brookhaxt began his tenure at

Full Moon, there were several other

artists on hand but, as the times changed

and the independent film production cuid

distribution model was forced to adjust,

the artist found himself learning every

aspect of the process and able to handle

anything that was required of him.

“Eventually, I was kind of a one man
operation,” Brookhart notes.

“It became more economical for me to

do it. I am freelance and I work with other

clients but I became and remain Full

Moon’s main guy. But my style, I think, is

diverse. I’ve done a lot of things in the

market and I don’t think that if, say peo-

ple saw the poster I did for RE-CYCLE,
which is a film by The Pang Brothers and

then they’d look at any of my Full Moon
stuff, I don’t think they’d know it was the

same guy. There’s a wide range of styles I

do.”

The style he applies to his work with

Full Moon is one with its aesthetic tongue

firmly wedged into its cheek, designing

key art for movies that are, well, often

absolutely ludicrous. Take Band’s recent

cross-franchise poUination potboiler GIN-

GERDEAD MAN VS. EVIL BONG. Per-

haps only Brookhart could have found a

sly way to marry this most outrageous of

titles to the legacy of the late, great Stan-

ley Kubrick.

“The art for GINGERDEAD MAN VS.

EVIL BONG was really the product of a

weird, lucid dream,” laughs tiie artist.

“That night, I was flipping through

channels and I came across a retrospec-

tive on Kubrick and this image stuck in

my head of Shm Pickens riding the mis-

sile out of the bomb base in DR.
STRANGELOVE and instantly I knew that

was it, I knew that was the art. So then

we built on this. The Gingerdead Man is

the horseman of the apocalypse and the

Bong is not happy about this. So anyway, I

didn’t teU Charhe my idea, I justwent into

the office and started posing the bong and
the doll in strange ways and Charlie is

hke, ‘Dude what are you gonna do, what
are you doing?’ and I worked on it and
sent it cUid I was thrilled that this became
the campaign. And with the added sur-

rounding hellscape, I was excited to bring

a painterly quahty back to my Full Moon
ait.”

Brookhart’s innate understcuiding

about balancing the concept of art and
product has led him to his first stint

behind the camera and he just wrapped
his directorial debut TRACE, from fledg-

hng horror film production company Ter-

ror Films. Naturally, he designed the

teaser poster. And naturally...it’s beauti-

ful.

A WHOLE NEW REALM OF HORROR FROM THE DIRECTORS OF THE EYE’

A PANG BROTHERS FILM
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O
ut of all the films the late, great

Karen Black starred in - from EASY
RIDER to TRILOGY OF TERROR to

HOUSE OF 1000 CORPSES and beyond-
Full Moon’s OOGA B00GA...well...is one

of them! The riotous, cheerfxilly off-color

romp stands as one of Black’s final on-

screen bows and is one of our most cele-

brated contemporary titles.

DELIRIUM caught up with OOGA
BOOGA writer Kent Roudebush to try to

figure out the voodoo that it does so well

DELIRIUM: You have been very busy the

last several years penning scripts for Full

Moon. How did you get in the business of

writing feature films?

KENT ROUDEBUSH: I've always wanted
to write. It's just something that has
always been in there. I've worked a ton of

jobs in movies, and decided early on that I

don't want to lug cords and boxes and I'm

not a technical guy. So being a cine-

matographer or editor or whatnot just

wasn't my bag. I read so many scripts

from friends and other great writers that I

got a sense ofhow screenplays work. So I

bought a program and just started doing

it. I love telling stories and tall tales.

That comes natural to most everybody.

Figuring out how to put it on paper is a ht-

tle more involved, but that came with

practice. I just found my niche, mainly out

of desire, and partly because I don't like

to carry things.

DELIRIUM: Wasn't OOGA BOOGA in

another movie before he received his own
stand-alone flick?

ROUDEBUSH: Ooga was originally in a

movie called DOLL GRAVEYARD. Charhe

told me that the character had become a
real fan favorite over the years. Charhe

called me into the Full Moon offices and

the Ooga puppet was sitting on the edge of

his desk, staring me down. Charhe said,

"Meet the star of your next script.” He

was reaUy excited about this one. Grin-

ning from ear to ear the entire time I was
there, and every time after that we spoke

about it. His energy can be reaUy infec-

tious. At that moment, we didn't know
what the movie was, but I asked if we
could possibly have access to a trailer

park for a location. He said, “That should-

n't be a problem,” and my wheels starting

turning a bit. Charhe is a very quotable

guy, but one of my aU-time favorites came
out of this meeting. "Fuck THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS! OOGA BOOGA is the
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Writer Kent Roudebush told the tale that needed to be told in Full Moon’s
decidedly un-PC gem, OOGA BOOGA.

By JASON BENE



stoiy that needs to be told."

DELIRIUM: How long did it take for you
to finish the screenplay?-

ROUDEBUSH: Charlie usually works
ahead of things. Meaning, I knew 1 was
doing OOGA BOOGA, but I had to finish up
a couple other things beforehand. After

we have a meeting, I turn in an outhne a

few days after that, just so we both know
where we're going with it. We have a con-

versation about this change or that

change, then I'm off to the races. It only

took a week or so to write the script, but I

always have a fairly tight outline ttat I go

off of. At that point, it's just filling in

blanks, dialogue and such. Charlie works
pretty fast. Sometimes, from the moment
we have a meeting about a project, the

script is in his hands two weeks later.

Then they are shooting a month after that.

Not always the c#ise, but 2012 was an
insanely busy and productive year.

DELIRIUM: The omnibus favorite TRIL-

OGY OFTERROR left a lasting impression

on horror fans, particularly the Zuni fetish

doll vignette, “Amelia”, starring Karen
Black. Were you able to spend time with

her behind-the-scenes on what turned out

to be one of her very last films?

ROUDEBUSH: TRILOGY OF TERROR is

one of my favorite anthologies emd I have

a Zuni fetish doll sitting atop my desk.

Charlie wanted to get a big name actor or

two in this one. He had no idea of her

availability or desire to be in such a thing,

but he did mention that it would be fun to

have Karen Black onboard. That's all I

needed to hear. Karen Black has always

been one of my favorite actresses, and she

had such a unique, unorthodox beauty to

her. I just always loved her, so I made it

my mission to write a role for her that she

couldn't refuse. I reciUy tailored it for her.

I knew her mannerisms and such from
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watching her movies so many times. The
role was really a cameo, because we
would only be able to have her for a day or

two. I couldn't resist paying homage to

the famous Zuni sequence in TRILOGY OF
TERROR. I mean, you just have to when
you're dealing with another killer puppet.

And I named her character Mrs.

AUardyce, which paid homage to another

role of hers, which was in BURNT OFFER-
INGS. That's something I watch a couple

times a year, at least. A few
weeks later, Charlie sent me
an email that she had writ-

ten him, saying she really

loved the script and wanted
to be a part of it. But she

wanted to talk to the writer

because she had some
issues. Charhe got us all on

the phone together and she

started the conversation

about how she was getting

nailed really good. We
laughed but then it got awk-
ward. She was really huff-

ing and puffing. Charlie

asked if he wanted us to call

her back. Turns out, she

was running in from getting

her nails done, a manicure.

Anyway, she said some very

nice things about the script

and she loved her part,

which was pretty much a

cameo. She was very articulate and ani-

mated, and that voice just sent me over

the moon. She said of the script and her

character, "You really get it. I've been

offered roles hke this hundreds of times

and I always turn them down. But you get

this type of thing. It's funny, but it's

smart. And I'm no dummy.” So then we
got to the issue that she had. In the orig-

inal script, her character plays this outra-

geous, garish loon who is obsessed with

television and doesn't know the difference

between what she sees on television and

reality. And she's stereotypical trailer

park fodder: big hair and Tammy Faye
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Bakker makeup. You know the lady. So
she comes on to this cop that shows up at

her door looking for answers. She's

putting the make on him, showing some
leg, and he's just grossed out. He's mak-
ing faces and trying not to launch his

lunch. Karen had a problem with that.

"I’m still hot," she says. "Look at me.”

That cop wouldn't be making those faces.

I may be a httle older, but I still got it."

She wanted me to chauge the script to

where she seduces this guy and he just

cau't resist. I had no problem with that. I

thought it was cute of her.

So shooting was coming up, but it kept

getting pushed a bit. Nobody knew that

she was ill. Maybe Charlie did, but if so,

he kept it close to the vest. Thanksgiving

was just around the comer, and it turns

out, Karen's days for shooting were sched-

uled for when I was leaving to go see fam-

ily. I was monumentally disappointed.

Before I left, I gave my Zuni doU and a

BURNT OFFERINGS poster to one of the

crew to have them signed, if she was up to

it. Normally, I wouldn't do that, as it is

bad form, but it was my longtime crash,

Karen Black! I kept bugging the guy
while I was on my trip. He told me that

she wasn't taking pictures or signing any-

thing for anybody, so he didn't get them
signed for me. Then I checked Facebook
aud every person on that crew had pic-

tures up with my girlfriend, Karen. I was
hvid, but thought I'd catch her down the

road. That never happened. She died

shortly after. It was all very sad. She was
a great actress and a very interesting per-

son. She left a ton of wonderful movie

memories behind. And Mrs. AUardyce
remains my favorite character that I cre-

ated, because she made it so much more
thau what it was. I've written roles for

tons of great actors, but it isn't often you
get to write something for somebody who
is Oscar caliber. I may be wrong, but I

beheve OOGA BOOGA was the last movie

she shot, even though it wasn't her last

movie to be released.

DELIRIUM: Stacy Keach is awesome as

Judge Marks, but I really wanted his

comeuppance to be a thing of Grand Guig-

nol grandeur! Did anything end up on the

cutting room floor?

ROUDEBUSH: Stacy Keach is awesome!
Like Karen Black, he has been a part of

my hfe since I was a kid. My mom had a

huge crush on him as Mike Hammer. That

series was great and his movie work is

just fantastic, with roles in FAT CITY and

so on. So again, it was exciting to me
when Charhe cast him as Judge Marks. I

knew that he would go beyond the page on

that one. He wouldn't be somebody faking

a tough guy act. Keach is the epitome of

tough guy. He also shot his scenes when I

was away, so I didn't get to meet him.

Because of the tight shooting sched-

ules, there really isn't much left on the

cutting room floor of these movies. Not

many deleted scenes or snippets of this or

that. The issue is that they just don't get

shot. Or they get condensed to fit into the

schedule. In the script. Judge Marks'
death was extended. The end result is



one of those characters meets a fitting his girlfriend set out to right wrongs,

end. And by fitting, they die in heinous, Now, if you want to pick at vigilaute jus-

horrible ways. The idea of the movie tice, okay. But nobody had a problem with

sprouted from the Trayvon Martin case in that part of the stoiy.

Florida, which was hot in the news then. I read some online reviews cuid com-

That kid was gunned down by that idiot, ments and just scratched my head. One
which made racial profiling a very hot guy said the movie was awful because we
topicagain. So I very looselybased OOGA said the N-word so many times that he had
BOOGAonthat. A nice African-Americau to turn it off a few minutes in. Screw him!

kid, who is going places in life is gunned He's another bogus online reviewer who
down by these racist cops and nothing writes bogus reviews for movies he does-

happens to them because an even worse n't watch. Not once did I write the N-word

judge lets them get away vsdth it and helps into the script. Not once did an actor say

them cover up the evidence. So Ooga and it in the movie. Not a single instance.

There were other awful things said, but

never that. Some comments online loved

it because it was racist. They missed the

point more than the last guy. Others got it

and loved it. Personally, it is my favorite

script that I've done for Full Moon. It was
far more involved than many of the others,

mainly because I was able to say some-

thing by means of that puppet. Some of

the others don't allow that type of free-

dom. The movie is also my favorite of the

bunch, despite missing some key dia-

logue, scenes and kills because of the

tight schedule. If you can watch and fill

in the blemks, it's a really good movie with

some great actors. And the puppet is a

screcun, man.
DELIRIUM: Has there been any discus-

sion of doing a follow up? Perhaps it can

be called Ooga Booga 2: Electric Ooga-

Boogaloo...

ROUDEBUSH: You laugh, but the last line

of the script is "COMING SOON: OOGA
BOOGA 2: ELECTRIC OOGABOOGALOO.
I'd love to go back to Band's BoogaLand.

I think the character has more depth than

most and that's always fun to write. @
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basically the same, but there were more
steps involved. It was a very fitting end to

that prick of a character.

The same goes for almost all the other

deaths, and some certain scenes. They
were all extended in the script. I love

poetic justice, so each character gets his

in a certain way that ties into something

they did earlier on. The meth heads were

a fun group to kiU. Each got their own
special little kill. The one who rapes

Ooga's girlfriend gets his pecker cut off

when he's hiding on the toilet. For the

leader, Skeez, Ooga is stalking him across

the room. Skeez trips over something and

lands on his back just as Ooga throws his

spear. He laughs because it misses. He
looks up and the spear is stuck in a plas-

tic barrel of acid which is used for making
meth. The acid pours out and melts his

face. I love that type of stuff, but the

schedule just didn't permit for any of it to

be shot. All the kills were sort of ren-

dered down to an eye-poking.

DELIRIUM: Was there any kind of back-

lash for the controversial subject matter

in the picture?

ROUDEBUSH: I didn't really hear of auy
backlash if there was one. Frankly, I

would have loved for the movie to have

bigger exposure so it could get some.

Some of the crew had a serious problem

with it, actually. We live in such a politi-

cally correct world, where just a hint of

racism gets hackles up. They look at

nasty words on the surface and get their

panties so far up their cracks that they

can't see beyond that. They missed the

point of the whole thing. There are some
heinous, horrible racists in this movie.

They say and do awfxil things. And each
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RRIDEOF THEMASTER
Actress Carolyn Purdy-Gordon proves that there are no small parts...

By CHRIS ALEXANDER

PartTWo

I

n part one of our exclusive interview

with actress Carolyn Purdy-Gordon, she

spoke about her salad days working
with her husband and collaborator, RE-
ANIMATOR director Stuart Gordon.

Amongst details revealed regarding her

many cinematic adventures. Lady Gordon

also took time to talk about raising chil-

dren in the middle of making movies. Suf-

fice to say, she and her more
liberal-minded hubby didn’t always see

eye to eye...

DELIRIUM: There is a story that Stuart

has told often about smugghng one ofyour

daughters in to see RAIDERS OF THE
LOST ARK...

GORDON: Oh yes! It was Suzanna, our

eldest. 1 had a matinee to perform in. We
were in the Theatre Company at the time

and it was a show he had directed and 1

was in so I had to go to the theatre on a

Sunday afternoon to do a performance and

he was in charge of babysitting our daugh-

ter. We only had the one at that point. So

what does he do? He wants to see

RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK so he’s

decided that it’s ok for her to see it and did

not run it by me. I come home and they’re

just walking in the door. I went balhstic

when I found out that he had taken her to

that. I thought that was way too scary. I

hadn’t seen it yet myself but it was clear

that it was a very scary movie. I ht into

him for that. It hasn’t cdl been a bed of

roses [laughs]. But usually he and I are

on the Scune page when it comes to child

rearing.

DELIRIUM: What do your kids think

about mom and dad’s work?
GORDON: I think they’re very conflicted

about it. On the one hand, they found out

when they became teenagers and got

interested in boys, they found out that the

boys would say “oh man, your Dad does

horror movies? Cool!” so that was a big

plus. It was a big plus to hang out with

Stuart Gordon’s daughters, apparently.

They hked that and they were very proud

of their father but they also have made it

clear that they have no wish to be part of

the Hollywood scene. They have no wish

to be part of the entertainment business.

They don’t hke the cuiificiahty and the

superficiality of the relationships. I would

say that we have experienced very httle of

that, Stuart and 1. The friends we’ve made
in this business, we’ve stayed close with

these people for years and years. Many of

them go back to our Chicago theatre days.

But they’ve seen a fair amount of faux

kissy-kissy “hi how are you” and then as

soon as the back has turned, “boy they’ve

had work done...” they know what that’s
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like and they don’t care for it.

DELIRIUM: You did theatre on your own
but you didn’t really explore any roles in

cinema outside the family umbrella. Why
is that?

GORDON: Why? Because I can’t stand to

audition. I don’t love acting enough to put

up with the agony of auditioning. 1 think I

see it as more agonizing than most actors

although I don’t know any actor who
enjoys it. When you’re putting yourself

out there and they say “no”, it’s veiy per-

sonal. I don’t care how many different

ways they find of rejecting you. “we
decided to go in a different direction...

blah, blah, blah” it’s still brutallypersonal

to not get a part that you really want. I’ve

had a couple of very painfiU auditioning

ejq)eriences for theatre where there were
numerous call-backs and it did not work
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out and I just don’t want to subject myself

to it. So I only take parts if they are

offered to me rather than making me audi-

tion for them and that’s very snooty I’m

aware but I give good value. I show up on

time and prepared if I am given these

parts but it’s only happened a few times

and that’s fine. I’m cool with that.

DELIRIUM: Is there an3rthing we can

look forward to that you’re going to be in,

theatre or otherwise?

GORDON: No I don’t think so. Not at the

moment. I did want to teU you - when you

were asking about the children’s reac-

tions when they were smaller to what
their Dad does for a living. There was that

same movie CASTLE FREAK -one thing

that the kids always enjoyed with any
movie was when Stuart would let them be
extras in a scene. They thought that was
great fun and always accepted the oppor-

tunity to do it. So tiiere is this scene that

takes place in a gelato and coffee bar in

Italy so they cast the three kids as cus-

tomers in the background and the good

news was that the kids each got to have -

because they shot several takes of our



kids in the background -the kids got ice

cream cone after ice cream cone after ice

cream cone until they were sick of gelato.

They loved it but then Margaret who was
five or six at the time came up to Stuart

after they finished the last shot and said

“So Dad, will we be listed in the credits?”

and he hadn’t even stopped to think about

it he goes “maybe. I guess so” she goes

“how about you call us the gelato people

and put our names in” she was all about it.

This kid should have been an agent or a

lawyer. Anyway so that’s what you’ll see if

you ever check the end credits of CASTLE
FREAK there’s a credit in there that sa3re

Gelato people and it lists Suzanna Gordon,

JiUian Gordon, Margaret Gordon.

DELIRIUM; Do they all remember this?

Never mind what line of work they pur-

sued, these must be amazing memories. It

must have been a happy childhood for

them.

GORDON: I think so. I think back on it

and the places that we got to take them.

Stuart always made sure to set it up so

that his family could be brought over for at

least part of the shoot and these kids got

to see places like Australia and New
Zealand and England and Ireland and
Italy and Scotland and Spain. The list just

goes on and on and I would have loved

that experience when I was growing up. I

do think it has acquainted them with a

notion that the world is filled with variety

and there are all kinds of different people

in different lifestyles and who are we to

say which is better than which. I think it’s

given them that ability to be accepting of

something that is different from what
they’re used to and I think that’s a good

thing.

DELIRIUM: Looking back on all of your

films, even though there are no small

parts... what role are you most proud of

and what picture?

GORDON: You’re going to think is weird.

I would have to say - Gosh I hope I don’t

change my mind later - 1 think it would be
Rosemary Bower in DOLLS. It was the

biggest stretch for me to play that part

because ... I like to think of myself as a

loving mother and she was so mean to that

little girl and I thought I came pretty close

to nailing it. There are a couple other

scenes in that movie where if I could go

back and do it again I would do it better

and differently but on the whole, I think I

did a pretty good job with that part and

there was a lot to contend with. There was
a lot of physical stuff - jumping out of a

second storywindow thatwas interesting,

with the camera man lying on his back
filming up at you - beneath you. That was
pretty wild. Yeah I would say that was the

part that I found the most challenging and

the most exhilarating.
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WILL SHATNER: It’s a pleasure to

see you for a number of reasons.

All of us. In America and Canada,
jj

read comic books and it became ^
part of our culture. And I

think they’re a major factor 3|bB

in the horror films of today.

But, let’s talk Spiderman. '

How did Spider-Man come i

about? Where does Spider-

Man start?

STAN LEE: Well, I’ve men-
tioned, many times before, I

have told this story so often ».

that for all I know, it might
*

even be true. When I came up
with these various charac-

ters, I never dreamed they 1
would catch on the

’

way they did that

someday I’d be

speaking to

William
Shat-
ner in a

would just write the thing. Give it to my
publisher. And hope that he would say

“Okay.” Hope that it would sell so I would
keep my job, and keep getting my salary.

And I idn’t write down T gotta remem-
ber.’ ‘How did I think of it?’ and ‘What

was it?’ and I’ve got no memory at all.

But I can give you a guess as to how it

happened. I had already done the Fantas-

tic Four and the Hulk. The Hulk was the

‘Strongest living human being’ if you want
to call him human. The fantastic four had

somebody who burst into flames and fly,

an invisible girl, a guy whose body could

stretch, and a monster who really was
nice guy with a sense of humor and I was
thinking ‘alright, my publisher thought

those we’re doing well, give me another

one.’ So figured where do I go from
there? So I saw a fly on the wall. Now, I

don’t want you to think my house is fuU

of flies. It just happened to be one fly. I

figure the big thing was that when you

were coming up with a new superhero,

you have to think of a new superpower

and it occurred to me ‘Why not have a

superhero that could stick to walls.’

Like an insect you see. Then I needed

a name. So I went through a list:

©FANTASY

Insect-Man, that didn’t do it. Fly-Man,

I don’t know, Mosquito-Man. I got to

Spider-Man. You’d appreciate this. It

sounded dramatic, it sounded a little

bit sinister, and mysterious. But, it

wasn’t that easy. Bill. It wasn’t that

IV
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easy. Well, I wanted him to be a teenager

because I’ve hated teenage sidekicks in

stories. I always thought, if I were a hero

there’s no way on earth I would pal around

with some teenager.

SHATNER: No only pal around, but you
gotta lug him around and defend him all

the time...

LEE: Right, and be responsible for him.

So I wanted the hero to be a teenager cind

this time, he’s a hero. He’s not a sidekick.

The other thing I wanted, cause I try in

my own bumbling way to make these

things behevable, is that I made him have

every problem known to man. He’s gotta

worry about money, he’s a little bit of a

nerd, the girls don’t particrxlarly hke him,

the guys don’t even hke him. He has an

Aunt whose always ill and he has to worry

about it.

SHATNER: An Ant being a good idea for

a Spider-Man.

LEE: Oh, very good. I wish you were there

when I doing those things...

SHATNER: I’d have been your teenage

sidekick.

LEE: That’s funny. So at any rate I pre-

sented the idea to my then pubhsher and

he hated it. The first thing he said was
“Stan, people hate spiders you can’t make
a Spider-Man a hero.”

SHATNER: And a reasonable thought,

too.

LEE: Well, he was a reasonable man.
Then he said “You can’t have a hero be a

teenager, they can only be sidekicks”

Finally, he said “and you want him to have

problems.” Cause I was gonna have him
worry about money, dendrite, acne,

allergy attacks. You name it that was
gonna be Peter Parker. He said “don’t you
know what a hero is?” I admitted I didn’t.

So he didn’t what to use the thing and I

had to sneak it into a magazine, months
later and I featrrred him on the cover just

to get it out of my system.

SHATNER: We’re talking Marvel Comics,

here....

LEE: Well, in those days it was Atlas

Comics. They were always changing their

name.

SHATNER: So how did you sneak him
onto a magazine cover?

LEE: We had a magcizine that we were
about to kill called “Amazing Fantasy”.

And when you’re gonna pubhsh the last

issue of book, nobody cares what you’re

gonna put in it, because the book is dying.

SHATNER: WeU, I didn’t know that.

LEE: WeU, now you do and I’m a httle sad

to see you’re not taking notes.

SHATNER: No need, it’s all being

recorded and wUl be pubhshed in DELIR-
IUM.

LEE: At any rate, so I put it in Amazing
Fantasy and feature him on the cover and
said no one would care it’s the last book to

buy. Couple of months later we got our

sales figures, it took a long time in those

days. And my publisher came into me and

he said “Hey Stan, you remember that spi-

der character we liked so much? Let’s

make a series out of it.” And we found out

it had the best sales figures, just hke the

movies are doing so well now. There’s

something about Spiderman that people

love.

Stay tuned to www.FuUMoonStreaming
.com for the fuU WUhcun Shatner’s Full

Moon Fright Night ejq)erience! @
TO BE CONTINUED IN DELIRIUM #4
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TH3 D3AD RUN R3D

F
ilmmaker Dave Parker Went from

Full Moon Zombies to Dark Castle

Killers and Beyond.

Writer/Director Dave Parker has made
a big splash in horror circles over the past

decade or so, despite directing only three

full-length feature films to date. From his

Savini-lauded Full Moon debut THE
DEAD HATE THE LIVING, through to the

major-studio backed THE HILLS RUN
RED and on to his latest, as yet unre-

leased opus COLDWATER (a modem spin

on the ‘Old Dark House’ formxila that has

frustratingly remained on the shelf since

2011), every frame of Parker’s movies

reveals the genuine love he has for the

genre. What some readers may not realize

is that Parker’s association with Full

Moon dates back as far as 1992, when he

first joined the burgeoning company as a

lowly assistant. DELIRIUM decided to

catch up with the ever-busy director to get

the lowdown on his formative Full Moon
experiences, his subsequent directorial
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efforts, and his ill-fated encounter with

the ever-notorious Uwe BoU...

DELIRIUM: You began working for Full

Moon around 1992, 1 beheve? How did you
first get involved with the company and
what was your original position there?

PARKER: Yes, it was 1992 when I started

working at Full Moon Entertainment.

Before I had moved to Los Angeles, I was
already a fan of their movies as well as

Chcirhe Band’s former company. Empire. I

wanted to get in with a low budget com-

pany that was doing work that I admired

and at the time Full Moon was making
movies that I really enjoyed. I loved their

comic book feel and the ideas, so I tar-

geted them and hoped I could find myway
in somehow. A friend introduced me to

Daniel Schweiger, who was their promo-

tions editor at the time. He cut aU the

trailers as well as worked on the 'Wdeo-

zones for the company. So I met him and I

would stop by from time to time just to see

what he was working on. As I worked on

other independent projects for directors

like Jeff Burr, David DeCoteau and Jay
WoeHel, I got into doing some editing. It

was really Jay who sort of showed me
about editing, what was involved and how
to do it. Full Moon was growing and I was
fortunate enough that Daniel Schweiger

needed some assistance. It was actually

at Full Moon’s Christmas party that he
asked me to come work with him, as his

assistant. I was thrilled and that’s how it

started.

DELIRIUM: You soon brought Jay WoeHel
(TRANCERS 6) on board and the pair of

you began writing a trilogy intended to

expand the PUPPET MASTER franchise.

Would you care to share some details on

this project aud why it was ultimately

abandoned?

PARKER: Well, immediately when I

started working there I let Charlie and
others know that I was reaHy interested

in doing whatever I could for the company.

I was really driven and one day Debra
Dion, Charhe’s wHe, producer and devel-

opment head called me into her office

about rewriting a script they had caUed
TEST TUBE TEENS IN THE YEAR 2000.

It was one of their sci-fi sexy comedies

they were doing for their new label Torch-

light. I suggested that Jay do the rewrite

with me and we went off and did it. She

liked the rewrite, but they ended up not

using it for this reason or ttat reason, but

it was a testing ground for us. Not too long

after they approached Jay and I about cre-

ating a new PUPPET MASTER trilogy

that jumped off from PUPPET MASTER
3, set in World War II. We were really

excited because they wanted to combine

versions of classic monsters within the

stories.

We developed the trilogywith C. Court-

ney Joyner who was a good friend and
director there. He helped guide us
towards structure and tone of the movies

and that really helped. Then we set off

and wrote three epic-sized PUPPET MAS-
TER adventures. It was so much fun and



we wrote some really cool stories with

some wild puppet action. This was over

the course of a year or more, as I was still

editing for the company. Full Moon had hit

a real pinnacle and was getting quite big

for an independent company. We moved
offices to a studio in Glendale, California

which had sound stages, post facilities,

David AUen and Mark Rappaport’s special

effects shops where there. It was a great

time to be at the company. The great thing

was that Full Moon was always a family

atmosphere, with Charhe as the dad. But
things in the market place changed, and

Paramount was going back and forth as to

what they wanted with the movies. So we
were in rewrites and development a lot.

Eventually Full Moon ended their rela-

tionship with Paramount, who funded all

their pictures, and PUPPET WARS as the

trilogy was called, died because it was
part of the Paramount deal. They owned
those scripts, so Full Moon couldn’t pro-

ceed. It was disappointing for sure.

DELIRIUM: Jay WoeUel claims that the

pair of you also helped to develop RAG-
DOLL and that elements of your original

script were later appropriated in the final

film...

PARKER: Jay and I were indeed develop-

ing RAGDOLL. The advantage of being at

Full Moon everydaywas that I got to know
what was in the pipehne and see all the

art and projects tiiat Charhe was coming

up with. I was always enthusiastic about

it all, and seeing Lee MacLeod’s painted

artwork always got me excited. I think

what Lee did with his paintings was a

huge part of what made Full Moon what it

was. It bremded the company, and I think

in many ways he was as responsible for

the success of the movies, almost as much
as the movies and marketing of them.

RAGDOLL was one of those things that I

reeilly loved the artwork too. I loved

creepy dolls and thought it could be so

cool. Jay and I worked on a treatment, but

they did have someone else write the

script. Honestly I can’t remember what
they took from our treatment and used. If

I remember correctly it was a case of the

director actually writing the script. They

did build sets and the ragdoU itself, but

then their deal with Paramount ended and
the film never got shot.

DELIRIUM: You made your directorial

debut in rather bizarre fashion with the

MST3K-esque compilation BIMBO
MOVIE BASH in 1997. How did that pro-
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ject come about?

PARKER: I wouldn’t say that I really

directed BIMBO MOVIE BASH, even
though I share that credit with my friend

Mike Mendez. It was really more an edito-

rial exercise. What happened was that

Charhe had all these films in his hbrary

and he wanted to exploit them in a new
way. He had put out compilation movies in

the past: THE BEST OF SEX & VIO-

LENCE, FILMGORE and ZOMBIETHON -

that were clip shows with basic wrap-
arounds and he wanted to do something

like that again. The job fell to me and so I

brought Mike in to work on it with me. At
the time I was stiU doing all the editing

for Full Moon’s trailers and behind the

scenes as I had “graduated” to Head of

who was. My whole goal when I started

there was to work my way up and hope-

fully get a movie to direct there. After sev-

eral close calls with scripts and projects,

that didn’t happen, I was a httle burnt out

and thinking about leaving. I talked with

Dave DeCoteau about all of this, as we
were good friends. He was slated to direct

THE DEAD HATE THE LIVING, from a

script by Benjamin Carr. In a move that

I’ve never seen happen ever again any-

where, he went to Charlie and told him
that I was thinking about leaving and that

Charlie should let me direct THE DEAD
HATE THE LIVING. I had already been
directing some 2nd Unit and additional

scenes for some of his movies - like

KRAA, THE SEA MONSTER - so Charhe

Promotions by that time. We came up with

the idea of taking all these movies and

combining them to create a new story. Our
idea was to dub the actors and create a

sci-fi WHAT’S UP TIGER LILY. Charhe
thought that was going too far, so we only

did a httle of that. In the end the “movie”

is kind of a mess and by only dubbing

moments we couldn’t reahy make it what
we wanted. It had a great poster and was
an Entertainment Weekly pick when it

came out because it was so bizarre, but

it’s not a real movie or a success either.

DELIRIUM: So how did you find yourself

making your directorial debut proper with

THE DEAD HATE THE LIVING in 2000?

PARKER: At the start of every year, Char-

he would come up with titles and artwork

on the movies he wanted to mahe that

year. In 1999, Charhe did the same and

even made a smaU calendar with ah the

artwork on his proposed movies. THE
DEAD HATE THE LIVING was one of sev-

eral zombie themed movies he wanted to

mahe. I flipped out over the title and art-

work and the fact that it was a zombie

movie. I was a zombie movie freak and I

think reahy the oihy one in the company
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knew that I could handle it and, luckily

for me, he agreed with DeCoteau and gave

me the movie to direct.

DELIRIUM: As a new director, how much
control did you have over the project?

PARKER: I was, for better or worse,

pretty much left alone with THE DEAD
HATE THE LIVING. I say for worse
because I was so new to the whole thing

and there reahy wasn’t much guidance in

the editing process. I think everyone was
reahy more concerned with other aspects

of the company and didn’t pay that much
attention to what I was doing. That can be

a blessing and a curse - 1 don’t expect to

have that kind of freedom again on a fhm,

that I don’t produce myseh. So the point

is I cothd have used someone reehng me
in a bit and enforcing changes that would
have made the movie better. Ah that being

said, it was a great experience, and I’m

very thankfth for Charhe for giving me the

opportunity.

DELIRIUM: THE DEAD HATE THE LIV-

ING was way ahead of the curve in terms

of the zombie movie revival that has since

dominated the horror genre during this

last decade. How do you feel it compares

to later zombie semi-spoofs such as

SHAUN OF THE DEAD, DANCE OF THE
DEAD and ZOMBIELAND?
PARKER: My whole point at the time was
to try and make a movie that was as dif-

ferent from what Fuh Moon was doing at

the time. No tiny zombies, nothing hke
that. I just poured ah of my fanboy love of

zombie movies into it and that’s what
came out. We may have been one of the

first of the new crop of zombie movies to

come out that got some attention, but we
sure weren’t the best. It’s a fun little

movie and I’m reahy happywith the way it

looks, the score, and the experience. I just

wish I had had a little more experience

when mahing it. To me, movies like

SHAUN OF THE DEAD and ZOM-
BIELAND executed their stories with a

lot more craft and were much more clever.

They weren’t slavish to what had come
before hke I was. It’s nice that THE DEAD
HATE THE LIVING has its fans and I’m

reahy glad people enjoy the movie. It

taught me a lot.

DELIRIUM: THE DEAD HATE THE LIV-

ING was probably Fuh Moon’s most high-

profile success for quite a while, so why
did you not direct another fhm for Charlie

Band after that?

PARKER: I was asked to direct another

movie pretty soon after THE DEAD HATE
THE LIVING. It was PRISON OF THE
DEAD and was going to be shot in Roma-
nia. I made a big mistahe in turning it

down. The reason I turned it down was
that at the time I was asked to do it, there

was no script and they wanted to shoot in

a month. I just didn’t think I could puh
that off. I was wrong and should have

done it, for the experience alone. To this

day I keep trying to get a movie to do in

Romania, so that tehs you how much it

plagues me.

DELIRIUM: Was it DEAD HATE THE
LIVING that led on to you penning the

script for Uwe Boh’s own ineffectual zom-

bie effort, HOUSE OFTHE DEAD in 2003?



And what experiences did you have on

that particular movie?

PARKER: Yeah, THE DEAD HATE THE
LIVING absolutely led to writing HOUSE
OF THE DEAD. Producer Mark Altman
was a friend and he told me about HOUSE
OF THE DEAD as soon as he saw my film.

He really liked the movie and because I

knew so much about zombies it seemed
like a good fit. What happened was I

wrote the script under Mark and Dan
Bates’, the other producer, guidance. They
wanted a sort of prequel story to the video

game, and something that was totally dif-

ferent. At the time the RESIDENT EVIL
movie was gearing up and they didn’t

want to come off as a copy of that. I wrote

the first draft and then Mark rewrote. His

rewrite was tonally much different from

mine, but the basic structure and charac-

ters were stiU there. That was really my
involvement. Mark’s rewrite was what
was used as the shooting script. I wasn’t a

fan of it, and then when the movie got

made it became even worse. 1 never went
to the set or met Uwe BoU until the movie

was finished. It’s a terrible movie and he

blames it on the script for being

so bad. He may be right, but

he’s also made a lot of terrible

movies that I didn’t have a part

in, so you be the judge.

DELIRIUM: You then went on

to direct the fan favorite THE
HILLS RUN RED for Dark Cas-

tle Entertainment in 2008 -

why was there an 8-year hiatus

between films for you?

PARKER: After the HOUSE OF
THE DEAD experience I was
sort of creatively damaged. I

know that might sound ridicu-

lous but all the bad reviews and

everything just blocked me. I

went back to editing and work-

ing on DVD documentaries. I

got to work on some great pro-

jects with Robert Meyer Bur-

nett and in many ways really

learned about filmmaking. I

would try every now and then to

get something going, but noth-

ing came of it. Then in late

2006, Rob and I were
approached about THE HILLS
RUN RED from a small com-

pany called Fever Dreams. The
time was right. I was driven to

make another movie again and

really get back to try this

directing thing again. We were
fortunate enough to get David J.

Schow (THE CROW) to rewrite the script

for us and eventually got it to Warner Pre-

miere and Dark Castle, who took over the

movie from Fever Dreams and made it.

DELIRIUM: In the Fangoria article on the

shooting of THE HILLS RUN RED, you
claimed that you felt it to be in many ways
your first film. Does that mean you have

since disowned your previous Frill Moon
efforts?

PARKER: What 1 meant when I said that

THE HILLS RUN RED felt like my first

real movie was that the erqierience seems
more like what it’s really like. It was
made under the umbrella of a major studio

- it was a true collaboration. I was chal-

lenged and there were a lot of politics to

deal with. As hard as it was, it was a great

experience and made me a stronger direc-

tor. Bottom line: I wouldn’t have gotten

there without THE DEAD HATE THE LIV-

ING or Full Moon. It’s so rare to be able to

make a movie and each one is a great time

capsule. My experiences at Full Moon and

working there have certainly molded me
in manyways today and tau^t me a great

deal about what to do and what not to do.

I will never disown what I did there - and
I’m proud of what I brought to the com-

pany in many ways. Places like Frill Moon
don’t exist an3miore. There isn’t a com-
pany out there that is consistently putting

out quality low budget product that has

good production value and an almost uni-

fying brand that makes it stand out from

others. A place where new talent can be

given a chance, and that is really a sad

thing.

DELIRIUM: Lastly, would you consider

working on another Full Moon project in

the future or do you feel as if you’ve sim-

ply ‘moved on’?

PARKER: Never say never. Things
change, of course, and Full Moon has cer-

tainly changed with the times. But if

something came along that seemed fun

and I could really do something different

then of course 1 would consider it. Work-
ing there was such a huge part of my life

and there are a lot of fond memories.

Maybe you can never go back to that

place, but maybe you can do something to

take it to a new place.
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ust as the world of entertainment is being

enveloped by the digital cloud, the old

world of 35mm film and all things related

is looking more like vinyl every day. With ven-

erable labs closing (Deluxe is gone, after 1 00
years in business) so are many small cinemas

and drive-ins across the country as studios are

no longer making 35mm prints available, thus

forcing those small operators to spend

$150,000 or more to upgrade to digital pro-

jection. .or risk closing their doors for keeps.

None of this is particularly shocking, as we
knew it was coming for some time. However, a

recent event really drove home just how much
has changed in such a short amount of time...

Having produced close to 300 features you

can imagine how many cast and crew screen-

ings I've attended. And with few exceptions,

I've been the one who carried those 35mm
prints, sometimes with separate 35mm audio

tracks, lugging the weighty cans to those

screening rooms. I've done this because early

on you learn that anything can go wrong. I

remember a story my father told me; He had
just finished a film called I BURY THE LIVING in

the late 1 950's and the studio wanted a

screening for the public as well as the cast and
crew. They set the screening up at a theater in

Hollywood that was equipped to run "inter-

lock", which means your 35mm print would

run thru a projector and a separate audio

35mm track would run on machines that were

in sync with the projector. The studio bosses

wanted to do it this way in order to get feed-

back from the audience before they 1 00%
"locked" the film, in case final changes were

needed to be made before they struck release

prints. This was a big night for my father as

they already had smaller test screenings and
people really liked the film. On time and to a

full house the movie started playing...and a

filmmakers worst nightmare began.

It seems the projectionist had threaded the

audio track too loose and all the dialogue,

music and sound effects sounded like they

were coming from underwater. My dad rushed

upstairs to the projection booth and had no

luck in having the younq and not too experi-

enced projectionist shut it down and restart. He
apparently wasn't allowed to do this and told

my dad that it "really didn't sound so bad".

Well, suffice to say the screening went poorly. I

think of this story every time I get ready to

screen a movie to an audience in a theater.

Now today, of course, in this digital world we
live in you really don't have to worry about

what happened to my dad, but you do worry

about other technical bummers... like the disc

not playing at all!

Anyway a few short weeks ago we
screened all 5 episodes of our new, hit web
series TROPHY HEADS for the cast and crew at

the beautiful Chaplin Room at Raleigh Studios

in Hollywood, a location where I've held many
screenings over the years. Of course I brought

the film myself - this time on a little Blu-ray

disc. And as I walked up the same flight of

steps to the projection booth I flashed back on

how it felt to walk up those very same steps

with two 40 pound film cans in either hand -

and how strange it would have seemed to me
back then that all th is work and time and pas-

sion would be contained on a small silver disc

that was almost weightless. Enough to put me
into a brief but tangible state of. ..DELIRIUM!
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THE SCIFI CLASSIC STARRING TIM THOMERSON h HELEN HUNT NOW IN HD!

SPECIAL FEATURES
- AUDIO COMMENTARY BY TIM THOMERSON AND CHARLES BAND

- DANIEL GRIFFITH'S TRANCERS FEATUREHE
- RARE INTERVIEW WITH TIM THOMERSON, HELEN HUNT AND MEGAN WARD

COMPLETE TRANCERS: CITY OF LOST ANGELS SEGMENT FROM THE PULSEPOUNDERS TRILOGY
- RARE STILL GALLERY

Welcome to Angel City, 2247. Trooper Jack

Deth (Tim Tliomerson) is wiping out the last

disciples of Whistler, who used his psychic

power to 'trance' those with inferior minds,

forcing them to follow his every desire.

Though he'd been thought dead, he's very

much alive... in the year 1985.

Whistler's master plan - kill the ancestors of

the City Council. With the Council disbanded,

nothing can stop him from controlling the

city. And that's where Deth comes in. Jack

is sent back in time, inhabiting the body of

his ancestor. Just one problem: Whistler's

ancestor is a police detective, and he's

trancing people in 1985.

With the help of a strong-willed punk girl,

Lena (Helen Hunt) he must find and protect

Hap Ashby, a former baseball pitcher now

I living on Sl<id Row, and confront Whistler.
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FULLMOONDIRECT.COM 0 AMAZON!
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